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PREFACE

The CVS Curriculum for Children comprises a series of activities that encourage 9- to 10year-old pupils to actively exercise their democratic and intercultural (DI) competences at school and
in their local communities through urban regeneration activities, making their voices heard about their
needs, views and dreams regarding their closest “urban” spaces. The experiences that pupils
accumulate through the activities are designed to promote and strengthen their DI competences.
It is a biennial course1 that is taught in two modules: (a) Module 1 “Our voices for our
schools”, (b) Module 2 “Our voices for our towns”. Module 1 has been developed using a projectbased learning approach and Module 2 using a service-based learning approach. Both modules are
expressed in the five steps of Experience, Comparison, Analysis, Reflection and Action and are taught
over an entire school year. The CVS Curriculum also uses a system of (a) evaluating the teaching and
learning activities and the whole programme through the observation and measurement of their
effectiveness, and (b) assessing the children’s degree of proficiency in DI competences.
The curriculum implements the Council of Europe’s (CoE) Reference Framework of
Competences for Democratic Culture (RFCDC; Barrett, 2020; Barrett et al., 2018a, 2018b, 2018c).
This contains a conceptual model of the DI competences which citizens require in order to participate
effectively in a culture of democracy. The CVS Curriculum implements this conceptual model of
competences in the context of primary education (see the Introduction to CVS Outputs for a brief
description of the RFCDC, the CVS project, and the CVS Training Course for Teachers).
The CVS Curriculum was developed through a five-steps process. Firstly, we conducted an
auditing process involving all partner schools, that is a systematic examination aimed at analysing to
what extent, when and how learners are acquiring DI competences in the course of their schooling as
a whole. Secondly, we selected some of the best training resources and materials already existing in
the field of Education for Democratic Citizenship (EDC), Human Rights Education (HRE) and
Intercultural Education (IE). Thirdly, we organized the learning resources and materials (adding to
them some further materials that were developed by our own work-team) in order to create the

1

The CVS Curriculum was initially developed in Summer 2019, and its first implementation was supposed to take place
from October 2019 to May 2020. Unfortunately, the health emergency caused by the COVID-19 pandemic forced an
abrupt interruption to schools that had to focus their attention instead on the online remodeling of their educational
activities, to the detriment of the activities envisaged by the CVS project. Therefore, the implementation of the CVS
Curriculum had to stop. During the first virtual meeting of the CVS partnership, held at the end of April 2020, in the face
of the crisis that prevented the completion of Module 1 with the children – the real beneficiaries of the intervention – the
partnership decided to develop a new online formulation of the Curriculum for the following school year. In this way, we
developed the so-called Module 0 ("Our voices for our class") for the CVS Curriculum, whose goal is to offer children
the opportunity to express their experiences related to COVID-19 and communicate it to others. Module 0 was based on
the same theoretical-methodological approach already envisaged by the CVS Curriculum. Module 0 is downloadable
from the CVS webiste, https://www.cvs-project.eu/intellectual-output/.
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curriculum. Fourthly, we field-tested the CVS Curriculum in all the countries of the partnership,
involving both teachers and pupils. Finally, we changed some activities on the basis of the feedback
received from the field-testing, and then published them in the CVS Curriculum handbook (freely
downloadable from the CVS web-site, https://www.cvs-project.eu/).
Two considerations should be noted about the implementation of the curriculum. Firstly,
during its development, we considered it essential to provide a training course for teachers on the
RFCDC and the curriculum. Therefore, we suggest that before the implementation of the curriculum
takes place, teachers should participate in the CVS Training Course. Secondly, although the
curriculum was designed for primary school children, its characteristics make it suitable for middle
school children as well.
This handbook is mainly focused on the practical dimension; for this reason, we have
dedicated limited space to the theoretical concepts and reflections in order to have more space for
describing the modules and activities. The volume is divided into four chapters. Chapter 1 presents
the general and theoretical considerations underlying the CVS Curriculum, and its methodological
framework. Chapter 2 is devoted to a description of the curriculum structure. Chapter 3 is devoted to
the specific description of each activity included in the curriculum, in terms of aim, source, type of
activity, the RFCDC competences targeted, the materials needed, the group size, the time needed, and
the preparation; moreover, the reader can find step-by-step instructions, tips for the facilitator and a
task sheet. Finally, Chapter 4 is devoted to the systems used for the evaluation of the teaching and
learning and for the assessment of the children’s DI competences.
The CVS Curriculum is integrated in the CVS App, an ICT tool put together to provide online
support for teachers during its implementation. All information about the structure, activities,
evaluation and assessment procedures contained in this handbook may be consulted online through
the App. The CVS App works on desktop, laptop, tablet and mobile, and is accessible with login
information that can be obtained via the CVS website: https://www.cvs-project.eu/cvs-app/cvs-apphome/.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION TO THE CVS CURRICULUM

«It was my first experience of hearing a document based on
the voices of children including my own voice. After
listening to it, I thought, ‘Children can change the world if
they are given a chance’»
Jehanzeb Khan, 12 years old, Pakistan, on his experience at
the United Nations Special Session on Children, 2002

Children’s voice is the right of children to have a say in matters that affect them and to have
their opinions taken into consideration. It encompasses all aspects of their life and decision-making
where children are able to make a meaningful contribution, in accordance with their age and maturity.
It stretches from informal situations, in which children express an opinion to their peers or adults, to
participation in democratic structures or mechanisms, such as student parliaments and consultations.
Children’s voice can be characterised according to a typology of increasing complexity and
responsibility: expression (voice an opinion), consultation (be asked for an opinion), participation
(attend and preferably play an active role in a meeting), partnership (have a formal role in decisionmaking), activism (identify a problem, propose a solution, and advocate its adoption), and leadership
(plan and make decisions).
The CVS Curriculum includes a series of activities that encourage 9- to 10-year-old pupils to
actively exercise their democratic and intercultural (DI) competences at school and in their local
communities through urban regeneration activities, making their voices heard about their needs,
views and dreams regarding their closest “urban” spaces. It is based on the main idea that children
belong to different groups and communities and they have to take on the responsibility of each of
them; adults caring for pupils have to help them in doing that. Adults can help pupils to adequately
manage this responsibility starting from closer contexts (for example, the school) to further contexts
(for example, the town). Children are not the citizens of the future, they are already citizens, and their
voices need to be heard by policy-makers. They need to be protagonists able to express their needs,
views and dreams about urban spaces in dialogue with local administrations. In order to do that, the
CVS Curriculum foresees the involvement of local policy-makers dealing with the urban sector with
whom pupils can discuss their own proposals.
Children’s voices are so required to create a new human space! The CVS Curriculum has
been developed in order to: (a) foster pupils’ sense of being part of a community, their capabilities to
think critically about the space where they live (both at school and town level), share their knowledge
about the school and town history, and provide them with opportunities to experience respect for
other people’s perspectives and for democratic processes of decision-making; (b) jointly plan the
future environment of their school and of an area of their town; (c) act with others (both children and
8

adults) to improve the shared school space; and (d) involve children with a migrant background in
jointly re-thinking and re-generating a common space belonging to everyone.
The curriculum has been developed on the basis of some general, theoretical and
methodological considerations comprising, among others, some fundamental rights of children, the
impact of civic participation on child development, the effect of participatory urban planning on
community well-being, and the relevance of a cooperative approach in teaching and learning
processes. Each of these is described in the following paragraphs.

1. General considerations underlying the CVS Curriculum
One of the main themes that has guided the development of the curriculum is constituted by
the fundamental rights of children and more generally of all human beings. In particular, attention
was centred on Articles 12 and 13 of the United Nations (UN) Convention on the Rights of the Child
(UNCRC, adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1989), and Articles 19 and 29 of the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR, adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1948). These are
described below.
1.1 Article 12 of the UNCRC: every child’s right to be heard
One of the fundamental values of the UNCRC is the right of the child to be heard and taken
seriously, defined in Article 12:
1. States Parties shall assure to the child who is capable of forming his or
her own views the right to express those views freely in all matters
affecting the child, the views of the child being given due weight in
accordance with the age and maturity of the child.
2. For this purpose, the child shall in particular be provided the opportunity
to be heard in any judicial and administrative proceedings affecting the
child, either directly, or through a representative or an appropriate
body, in a manner consistent with the procedural rules of national law.
The Committee on the Rights of the Child (2003) has identified Article 12 as one of the
UNCRC four general principles2. It is based on the idea that in exercising his or her rights, the child
is an active agent. This right of active engagement has been conceptualised as participation, which is
an ongoing process of children’s expression of their views and involvement in decision-making in
matters that concern them – at the local, national, and international levels. In order to have genuine
participation, it is necessary that children may establish with adults – in line with their age and
maturity – a relationship based on respect, dialogue and sharing of information, and the willingness
to accept their opinions. From the earliest age, children are able to form and state their own views,
but as they grow up they become capable of expressing increasingly complex forms of participation.
When children are young, their participation will largely be limited to matters relating to their
immediate environment, that is family, school and local community. As they grow up and their
2

The other general principles are Article 2 on non-discrimination, Article 3 on best interests, and Article 6 on the right to
life and maximum survival development.
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capabilities evolve to more complex forms, their horizons broaden to include the international context
(Landsdown, 2011). However, the meaningful participation of children is only possible if adults
accept children as partners in issues that concern them (see Paragraph 2.1 for a deeper discussion
about participation and its relation with child development).
According to the UN General Assembly Omnibus resolution in November 2009, governments
should “assure that children are given the opportunity to be heard about all matters affecting them,
without discrimination on any grounds, by adopting and/or continuing to implement regulations and
arrangements that provide for and encourage, as appropriate, children’s participation in all settings,
including within the family, in school and in their communities, and that are firmly anchored in laws
and institutional codes and that are regularly evaluated with regard to their effectiveness”. Similarly,
Council of Europe (CoE) Recommendation CM/Rec (2012)2 urges its member States to ensure that
all children and young people can exercise their right to be heard, to be taken seriously and to
participate in decision making in all matters affecting them with their views given due weight in
accordance with their age and maturity.
1.2 Article 19 of the UDHR and Article 13 of the UNCRC: human beings’ freedom of expression
The realisation of Article 12 is directly linked with other civil rights and freedoms contained
in the UNCRC, one of which is Article 13. It is an extension to children of article 19 of the UDHR.
Article 19 of the UDHR establishes the freedom of expression to all, including the right to
receive and share information and ideas through all means. It states:
Everyone has the right to freedom of opinion and expression; this right includes
freedom to hold opinions without interference and to seek, receive and impart
information and ideas through any media and regardless of frontiers.
Article 13 of the UNCRC establishes that children have the right to seek, receive and share
information, in all forms (art, written, broadcast and electronic…) as long as the information is not
damaging to them or to others. It states:
1. The child shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include
freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds,
regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art,
or through any other media of the child’s choice.
2. The exercise of this right may be subject to certain restrictions, but these shall
only be such as are provided by law and are necessary:
(a) For respect of the rights or reputations of others; or
(b) For the protection of national security or of public order (order public),
or of public health or morals.
1.3 Article 29 of the UDHR: duty to one’s own community
Another human right which constitutes one of the core themes of the CVS Curriculum is
Article 29 of the UDHR. It states:
1. Everyone has duties to the community in which alone the free and full
development of his personality is possible.
10

2. In the exercise of his rights and freedoms, everyone shall be subject only
to such limitations as are determined by law solely for the purpose of
securing due recognition and respect for the rights and freedoms of others
and of meeting the just requirements of morality, public order and the
general welfare in a democratic society.
3. These rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised contrary to the
purposes and principles of the United Nations.
This article implies that the corollary of rights is duties. We all have a duty to other people
and must work to protect their rights and freedoms. The discourse on human rights places particular
emphasis on the concepts of community, mutuality and responsibility. The term "alone" used in
Article 29 recalls the idea that in order to develop their true humanity, individuals must remain
connected to the other components of the society in which they live, towards whom they must act
with respect and responsibility (Klug, 2000; Landsdown, 2011).

2. The theoretical framework of the CVS Curriculum
The main theoretical framework that inspires the CVS Curriculum is the CoE’s RFCDC
(Barrett et al., 2018a, 2018b, 2018c), which defines a conceptual model of the democratic and
intercultural (DI) competences which citizens require to participate effectively in a culture of
democracy. A brief description of the RFCDC is reported in Chapter 1 of the Introduction to the CVS
Outputs (https://www.cvs-project.eu/intellectual-output/).
Moreover, the CVS Curriculum has been developed taking into account, on the one hand, the
empirical evidence supporting the importance of listening to children and taking them seriously, and
on the other hand, participatory urban planning, an urban planning paradigm which emphasizes the
involvement of the community in the strategic and management processes of urban planning (Lefevre,
Kolsteren, De Wael, & Byekwaso, 2000); it aims at creating a balance between the views expressed
by all participants and to prevent conflicts between opposing parties, giving marginalized groups the
opportunity to participate in the planning process (McTague & Jakubowski, 2013).
2.1 Why is it important to listen to children’s voices and to let them actively participate?
«We may be unnecessarily sabotaging our present, and our
children’s future, by being blind to the inconsistencies and
irrationalities of adult-child interaction in family and
community in this century. Mass media programmes about the
right to a happy and secure childhood and to a happy and
secure retirement cannot substitute for the actual experience of
frank and honest confrontation between generations when
perceptions, needs and interests differ, in a context of mutual
acceptance of responsibility for each other. Neither can special
feeding, health and education programmes undertaken for
children substitute for joint community projects carried out by
adults and children together, in which capacities of the young
to contribute to the welfare of all receives full recognition»
Elise Boulding, Children’s Rights and the Wheel of Life,
New Brunswick, NJ, USA, 1979, p. 89
11

Participation is both an essential practice of human rights and a working practice of citizenship
for all people. The most important precondition of children’s meaningful participation is that adults
respect children’s capacities to take part in decisions and recognise them as partners. Otherwise,
children’s participation is merely “tokenism”: children may express their views but they have no
influence on whether and/or how their contribution is used.
The essence of participation was well explained by Hart (1992) in his “ladder of participation”
model, in which the author identifies eight stages (see Figure 1). The first three stages are
manipulation, decoration and tokenism, false means of participation that can compromise the entire
process. Real forms of participation include the assigned and informed stage, in which specific roles
are given to children, and the consultation and informed stage, in which children give advice on
programmes run by adults and they understand how their opinion will affect the outcome. The most
advanced stages are adult initiated participation, a shared decision making process with children, and
child-initiated and directed projects in which adults appear only in a supportive, advisory role. This
last stage provides children with the opportunity for joint decision-making, co-management and
shared responsibility with children and adults accessing each other’s information and learning from
each other’s life experience.

Figure 1. Hart’s model of participation (adapted from Hart, 1992).
12

There is a great deal of empirical evidence that listening to children when they are involved
in participation has a widespread positive impact. As outlined by Landsdown (2011), participation is
important for several reasons. Firstly, it contributes to personal development promoting children’s
capacities. Several studies have shown that taking children’s views into account is related to
children’s self-esteem, cognitive abilities, social skills and respect for others (Covell & Howe, 2005;
Kirby & Bryson, 2002; Kranzl-Nagl & Zartler, 2009). Initiatives that consider young people as
resources for the programs in the territory (for example, by giving them the opportunity to contribute
to the definition and the change of social reality) increase their sense of self-awareness and selfefficacy, improve their mental well-being and school results, and decrease rates of school dropout,
delinquency and use of substances (Wallerstein, 2006). Participating in school decision-making
fosters a sense of citizenship in children, helping them to develop important competences, e.g.
cooperation and communication skills, self-efficacy, responsibility, civic-mindedness and respect for
the value of democracy – all of which lie at the heart of the RFCDC. Contributing to their school
community gives children a sense of belonging, develops self-esteem and can lead to relationships
that are more respectful. This has a positive influence on school discipline and helps to reduce the
incidence of problems, such as drop-out, bullying, substance abuse and radicalisation (UNESCO,
2019). Engaging students in active learning activities in class has a positive effect not only on the
classroom atmosphere, but also on the educational achievements of students and their peers. A
virtuous cycle is created through participation, since children acquire skills, build competence, and
gain confidence; the more effective the children's contribution, the greater the impact of the
participation experience on their own development.
Secondly, children’s participation leads to better decision-making and outcomes. Adults do
not always have sufficient insights into children’s lives to be able to make informed and effective
decisions on legislation, policies and programmes. Children have a unique body of knowledge about
their lives, needs, and concerns, together with ideas and views which derive from their direct
experience. This knowledge and experience needs to inform all decision-making processes affecting
children’s lives. Decisions that are informed by children’s views will be more relevant, effective and
sustainable.
Thirdly, participation serves to protect children. The right to express views and have them
taken seriously is a powerful tool through which to challenge situations of violence, abuse, threat,
injustice or discrimination. Children traditionally have been denied both the knowledge that they are
entitled to be protected from violence, and the mechanisms through which they can challenge this
situation. The consequent silencing of children and the abuse they experience have had the effect of
protecting abusers rather than children. However, if they are encouraged to voice what is happening
to them, and provided with the necessary mechanisms through which they can raise concerns, it is
much easier for violations of rights to be exposed (Willow, 2010). The self-esteem and confidence
acquired through participation also empower children to challenge abuses of their rights.
Furthermore, adults can act to protect children only if they are informed about what is happening in
children’s lives; and often it is only children themselves who can provide that information. Violence
against children in families, schools, prisons and institutions, or exploitative child labour will be
tackled more effectively if children themselves are enabled to tell their stories to those people with
the authority to take appropriate action. It is also important to recognise that protective approaches
which entail children being completely dependent on adult support run the risk of children being
abandoned without resources when that adult protection is withdrawn (Myers & Boyden, 2001).
13

Fourthly, participation contributes to preparation for civil society development, tolerance and
respect for others. Respecting children and providing them with opportunities to participate in matters
of concern to them is one of the most effective ways of encouraging them to believe in themselves,
to gain confidence, and to learn how to negotiate decision-making with other people. Children’s
involvement in groups, clubs, committees, non-governmental organisations (NGOs), boards, unions
and other forms of organisation offers them opportunities for helping to strengthen civil society,
learning how to contribute towards community development, and recognising that it is possible to
make a positive difference. Participation also offers opportunities for children from diverse
backgrounds to build a sense of belonging, solidarity, justice, responsibility, caring and sensitivity.
Democracy requires a citizenry with the understanding, skills and commitment to build and support
its institutions. It is through participation that children can develop those capacities, starting with
negotiations over decision-making within the family, through to resolving conflicts in school, and
contributing to policy developments at the local or national level. It can equip children to learn to
respect differences and resolve conflicts peacefully, and to strengthen their capacity to arrive at winwin solutions. Democracy also requires both direct and indirect participation: children can participate
either directly, representing themselves as individuals, or as representatives of others, with a clear
mandate from the group they represent and equally clear accountability to that group. Supporting a
child’s right to be heard in the early years is integral to nurturing citizenship over the long term. In
this way, the values of democracy are embedded in the child’s approach to life – a far more effective
grounding for democracy than a sudden transfer of power at the age of 18.
Finally, participation strengthens accountability. Building opportunities for children to engage
in issues of concern to them in their local community not only contributes to civic engagement, but
also strengthens capacity for holding governments and other duty-bearers to account. Knowledge of
one’s rights, learning the skills of participation, acquiring confidence in using and gathering
information, engaging in dialogue with others and understanding the responsibilities of governments
are all vital elements in creating an articulate citizenry. Governments have a key role to play in
ensuring that citizens have the awareness, commitment and capacity to challenge government action
or inaction through democratic and peaceful means, and to contribute to positive policy-making and
improved allocation of resources. Building these opportunities for children from the earliest ages will
contribute significantly to the creation of accountable and transparent governance, not only at the
government level but in all arenas that children and young people inhabit.
2.2 Participatory urban planning
2.2.1 Shared planning
The verb “to share” is commonly used as means/tool to let others know thoughts, images,
visions and all those elements which can be communicated to an interlocutor. The phrase “common
and joint use” denotes a tool to put together and introduce new kinds of resources in a relationship
system. The expression tangible or intangible in this way has a different value if it is shown to the
community, meaning nowadays with this expression a network of individuals at a global scale. In the
social networking system, sharing causes debates, creates new visions and new points of view,
becomes a topic of reflection and criticism; it might become, in other words, the starting point for
new creative actions, leading to new potentials and positive opportunities, becoming the starting point
for change. Moving towards shared values or needs, the change pulls towards actions which also
become “shared”.
14

Urban development planning is based on two main factors: the area with all its elements
(cultural, environmental, economic, etc.) and the inhabitants who live in that area and make actions
and changes. The first factor provides the resources on which people can base their actions to choose
and start, the second provides experiences and knowledge at different levels based on the environment
where they move, on their social and economic status, and on their age.
Urban development planning is a science which studies the problems linked to the
development of a city, in order to get a rational arrangement of its buildings, streets and squares.
Planning means putting at the service of the community analytic competences, planning tools,
evaluation techniques, sensitiveness and managerial skills in order to plan and manage more
sustainable, creative, fair, happier and nicer cities, areas, landscapes and environments. For this
reason, an urban planner has ideas and tools to improve the world. The proposed strategies to
reconquer our cities require new perceptions of science, politics, education, of children themselves.
In this perspective, city planning is a cultural process, an ongoing “social dialogue” between the
different actors who live in the city. Key words for this strategy are participation and education.
In order to have careful urban development planning, this integrated database becomes crucial.
Knowledge of local elements, even if essential, always needs an interface with the final user who will
have to put in place the selected choices. The “human-creative” contribution must always be kept in
consideration in order to put in place these choices positively. Shared planning starts with these
preconditions, and it is a practice with the goal of involve the local population in the choices to put
in place in the area. The sharing process acts as follows: the expert shares with citizens the data
obtained through local analysis, while the population shares needs, experiences and proposals. A
circular action where knowledge, transferred from one individual to another, becomes richer and
develops. The shared participation is put into practice with several techniques, with the purpose of
collecting the database implicitly owned by the citizens. Citizens involuntarily absorb constantly the
elements of the area, perceiving them in a different way based on their own “personal history”. The
role of the urban planner is then to facilitate local development starting from the bottom. He or she
should be able to understand the different contributions that citizens can give to the future vision of
the area. They are invited to have a debate about the highlighted topics, sharing proposals and
solutions. A citizenry able to analyse its own status and that of the lived environment, but active and
propositional towards improvement. Such generated inputs will have to be kept under consideration
and translated into actions, politics and projects. The final target will be outlining some actions that,
having their origin from citizens themselves, will be welcomed favourably: in other words, shared. A
shared action, in this case, is displayed as an element supported by several individuals’ opinion, but
it is crucial that even this action is known. The final communication will complete the process of
shared planning, being itself the precondition of interventions.
At an international level, the Rio de Janeiro Earth Summit in 1992 was the first involvement
of citizens in environmental politics, a cornerstone of sustainable development (principle number ten
of the Rio Declaration). The promotion of participation has found further confirmation afterwards in
the European context with the Aalborg Charter in 1994, the Aarhus Convention in 1998, and the
European Landscape Convention in 2000.
Participation processes can have three different levels of citizens’ involvement. The first level
is administrators and experts only listening to the addressees in order to elaborate and recalibrate their
actions. The second level includes the participation of the addressees in the choices made by the
project. The third “bottom-up” level happens when citizens are the promoters of the participation
process and actively ask administrators and experts for solutions to issues that they perceive to be
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common and primary. In this case, the community handles the full cycle of planning, from the first
analysis of the problem and the definition of the action, until the final evaluation.
A good shared planning path has five crucial steps:
1. explanation of the problem analysed from several points of view according to the competencies
and sensitivity of each participant;
2. identification of the strategies for handling the issue and evaluation of alternative options in terms
of costs and benefits;
3. creation of agreements between the different expressed needs and analysis of their technical
feasibility;
4. definition of the different steps of the project and of the actors needed to execute it;
5. analysis of the test results and proposals of re-direction between a system of evaluation of the
project.
Starting from these prerequisites, it is possible to plan the city and its services with the citizens.
In this new scenario of shared and educational urban planning (towards an educational city), children
will be crucial elements for several reasons:
- as citizens, they need shared environments, and enjoyable and liveable urban spaces;
- they have the right (according to the UNCRC) to enjoy safe and healthy spaces in which to play,
express themselves, socialize, learn and grow;
- children have the right to express their opinions and to be listened to, for every matter that
concerns them.
2.2.2 The different techniques of shared planning
In order to listen to children’s and citizens’ voices in general, there are different kinds of
approaches and techniques of shared planning. The most common are open space technology,
brainstorming, focus group, consensus building, walk in the surroundings, and planning for real.
Planning for Real – used in the CVS Curriculum – is a method of shared planning developed
starting from the 1960s-1970s in England. The goal is identifying needs and options for action in a
specific environmental context, starting from local community experience, where participants have
the best knowledge of the problems in their own territory. Each participant can express freely his or
her own ideas and opinions. The starting point is always a representation of the action area with a
three-dimensional or two-dimensional model that must have the following features:
- a relief map, with dimensions and features which participants are encouraged to “TOUCH”;
- the relief map can be realized in cooperation with the local community;
- each person is required to place specific small flags, option-cards, three-dimensional or twodimensional elements, where each small flag shows an improving action that can be taken;
- citizens are accompanied in their path by a specific group of facilitators, who interact with them
in a neutral way, in order to collect their opinions and the reasons behind their choices.
The city becomes an experimental field to develop proposals that have been created from the
bottom up, in a sustainable approach that is open to all citizens. Creative problem-solving skills
inspired by knowledge of the territory and its resources must be the foundation of each participatory
action, which will re-activate the city and the citizens.
Shared planning must acquire an active educational role, and its final result will be the creation
of a collective dynamics able to have a role in the transformation of the area. A governance that,
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starting from the bottom, is able to identify the problems linked to the area and to its inhabitants and,
involving them directly, is rewarding and motivates them to embrace the change.
Human capital represents the main resource that a city owns, and it is at the same time the most
fragile and breakable one, subject to impacts and changes; taking an active and creative city back can
change the current course, allowing an enormous group of ideas to inspire and flourish in the group
context. It can also provide the chance to spread topics linked to sustainability, to the rational use of
resources, to the defence of the area undertaken by the whole citizenry, with the purpose of increasing
the sense of belonging of the whole community and promote a new conscience.
2.2.3. Experiences of shared planning
During recent years, several Italian cities have activated shared planning paths, transforming
the cities in the direction of environmental and social sustainability. One of the most successful Italian
examples, which has subsequently been reproduced in several cities in Italy and elsewhere in Fano in
1991, where children were treated as the point of reference for political choices.
“Girls’ and boys’ city” in Fano is a place where no one is left behind (Tonucci & Bobbio,
1996). It is a long-term project of urban transformation, but even more so the cultural transformation,
of a city. Fano is the only Italian city that, in order to reach specific goals, planned a rich set of
activities, trying to facilitate the integration of the politics and different intentions. In fact, the project
developed on several fronts, moving towards several settings for the development and management
of the city area. The main initiatives include “The Summit of Children”, the upgrading of a childoriented pilot district, and the project “We go alone to school” which is focused on events concerning
games, museum areas, and parks. The “Summit of Children” was founded in 1992, and it represents
one of the most significant styles of child participation. It comprises representatives from all the
primary school in the city of Fano, a total number of about thirty children. Every school names, after
a competition between all those who expressed their interest in this commitment, a girl and a boy
from the fourth and fifth grades. The group of children is given custody of the guide, and is animated
by competent adults who keep a neutral role, and sustain and defend the children’s positions, ideas
and requests. The “Summit of Children” takes care of proposals and requests about the relationship
between the children and the city and about the quality of life (for example, traffic problems,
playgrounds, respect for the right of playing, going to school alone, proposals for the refurbishment
of buildings of public interest, sustainable tourism, etc.). During the year, they explore problems and
elaborate solutions, which are constantly shared with the city administration. Boys and girls, selfaware of the importance of their role, know that adults keep their work and their proposals under
consideration. Another action of considerable importance is the project “We go alone to school”,
started by Fano Municipality for the first time during the 1990s. The project has three main actors:
school, families and the city. It is an experiential project that is developed as an educational path for
personal health and the health of the environment, and it is a project that stimulates knowledge of the
urban environment and of one’s own district using observation and orientation. A pilot project on the
planning of “a child-oriented district” has also been started in Fano, putting in place the foundational
principles of the City of Children. Considering the child as the prototype and keeping under
consideration his or her needs and rights, planning choices are made that re-think the city, starting
from the needs of the youth. In this way, it is possible to imagine and reach ambitious targets based
on quality of life and wellbeing, in order to provide a joyful, comfortable, sustainable city. Even
environmental choices such as sustainable mobility, projects to improve the quality of the air, and
actions aimed at the spread of culture and sustainability, are guided by this philosophy. This urban
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and cultural transformation regenerates the social context, increases sense of belonging in the children
and makes the city passionate about itself, and this process increases the sense of civic duty and care
of common goods, starting from the youngest age.
Other practices of shared planning have taken place in other Sicilian territories (Sferracavallo,
Aspra and Falcone) in 2014, inside the cycle of events of “Participate Propose Share”. In Aspra, the
event was held on the 13th September at the seafront of the small village as part of the activities for
the celebration of St. Virgin Mary. The place was chosen because it represents one of the key places
in the small village and is one of the places that is most used by the citizenry. Adults and children
have been involved in a process that occupied the whole morning; during this time, citizens, experts
and stakeholders had a human, collaborative relationship that led to a fruitful and creative exchange
that allowed the collection of proposals and planning ideas. “Participate Propose Share Aspra” set
two goals. The first was letting the citizenry understand the importance of participating in political
choices concerning the management of the territory, how this activity can be easy and fun, and how
proposing and sharing with others a common vision to recuperate and develop one’s own territory
can be promising and satisfying. The second goal was promoting the spread of innovative techniques
of shared planning, in order to let the administrators understand, through practical examples, how
useful it is to obtain a more complete and complex vision about territory conditions and citizens’
requests and hopes. The choice of the small village of Aspra was dependant on the contradictions and
the potential of the place itself. “Participate Propose Share Aspra” pursued the goal of collecting
citizens’ reflections and perspectives and promoting them, sharing them with others and with the
Municipality Administration in order to put in place planning choices that start from the needs of the
local community.
Moving to the northern part of Italy, processes of shared planning have also been promoted in
Bologna. In fact, over the years, several meetings concerning the participative process in relationship
to the “Statute of the Metropolitan City” (created in 2014) have been held in Bologna. The purpose
of the participative process was to provide directions for a statute promoting tools for a deliberative
democracy that gives value to personal and local knowledge, and supports conditions for a quality
life for all, using a mix of participative, deliberative and representative practices. In addition to the
meetings for a detailed study, over the years there have been opportunities to listen directly to citizens
who use the territory, and to employ thematic Open Space Technology (OST, a method based on the
self-organization to manage meetings, conferences and workshops). After the completion of OSTs, a
Town Meeting (a tool of direct participation in local government for citizens) involving the whole
metropolitan area was held. The results of the process were discussed with the citizenry, and Bologna
Municipality (which is the decision maker) and a committee chosen by the participants had to verify
that proposals were put in place.
Other shared planning processes have been held and are happening in Italy and worldwide in
many urban contexts, where they have involved Urban General Plans and Urban Executive Plans,
Integrated Plans for Upgrading of Outskirts, Strategic Environmental Evaluation, Strategic Plans,
Social Accompanying Plans, Social housing, Co-housing, all of which are focused actions to
transform the territory or the modes of use of public spaces.
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3. What can be the School response?
Countries, local communities and schools are all faced with growing intolerance of diversity,
lack of respect for human rights, violent conflict, and societal and environmental degradation, as well
as more recently the global COVID-19 pandemic. Although many young people feel that their
generation has a responsibility to improve the world, they believe that they are not well equipped to
deal with these global challenges, and that decision-makers are not actually hearing their voices
(WISE survey, 2020).
Education can play an important role in gradually improving this state of affairs. Both the
United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) and the CoE promote
a vision of education in which school leaders and teachers contribute significantly to prepare students
to build sustainable, peaceful societies by developing adherence to and proneness in defending and
promoting human rights, democracy and the rule of law, and to participate effectively in culturally
diverse societies.
The right to participation is at the heart of UNESCO Global Citizenship Education, which
aims to be transformative and empower learners to become champions for peaceful societies.
Similarly, the CoE’s RFCDC aims to equip young people with the knowledge and critical
understanding, skills, values and attitudes that they need to be able to contribute to a more democratic,
inclusive and fair world.
In practice, schools can make a difference by promoting students’ voices, involving them in
decision making and promoting their civic engagement, in both the physical and digital environment.
The first step is for schools to ensure that students are fully aware of their right to participation and
that they develop the competences needed to engage in school and in broader society, by means
(among other things) of education for democratic citizenship, human rights and the rule of law.
Schools should also equip students with a sense of agency, which empowers them and makes them
capable of improving themselves and influencing their communities. School leaders and teachers can
demonstrate attitudes and behaviours they wish to develop in students, such as being respectful of
diversity and inclusive, resolving conflicts peacefully, being responsible as well as mindful of the
natural environment.
Learning about and practicing participation and civic engagement is clearly not only about
theoretical knowledge of democratic citizenship but also – and mainly – about developing
competences for democratic culture; this includes the values, attitudes, skills, and knowledge and
critical understanding that prepare young people for life as active citizens. Both formal and informal
activities in school play a role in this regard.
Strictly related to the expression of children’s voices is media education. “The Council of
Europe recommends (…) a coherent information literacy and training strategy which is conducive to
empowering children and their educators in order for them to make the best possible use of
information and communication services and technologies” Council of Europe, Committee of
Ministers Recommendation REC (2006) 12. One answer to the issues posited by media power is to
educate children to become more critical media consumers and communicators of their ideas by
providing opportunities to use and learn different media (including desktop publishing, radio and TV
programming, websites and blogs). Media education aims at making all children aware of the
importance and power of the media. Techniques of media education include making children aware
of what they see and how that may affect them. However, media education is also crucial for adults
who work with children; parents, teachers and other educators should invest time and energy to learn
about and observe how their children communicate and live together.
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4. The methodological framework of the CVS Curriculum
The CVS Curriculum has been largely developed on the basis of the principles for designing
and developing curricula described in the RFCDC (Barrett et al., 2018c). These principles include the
conception of a curriculum as a “plan for learning”, using project-based and service-based learning
approaches, using the cooperative approach in teaching and learning processes, the use of RFCDC
descriptors, and a multi-informant approach for assessing children’s DI competences. Other
methodological considerations were the “redundant” teaching and learning methodology (that is the
repeated use of some activities and structure during the same school year and across the modules) ,
using experiential learning, a cross-curricular approach, and the active involvement of senior citizens
in their community.
- The curriculum was developed starting from auditing. As a first step, we conducted an auditing
process involving all partner schools, through a systematic examination aimed at analysing to
what extent, when and how children were acquiring DI in the course of their schooling as a whole.
- The curriculum was defined as “a plan for learning” in the form of the description of learning
outcomes, of learning content and of learning processes for a specified period of study (see Barrett
et al., 2018c).
- The modules are expressed in the five steps of Experience, Comparison, Analysis, Reflection and
Action. The activities have been planned in order to include opportunities for learning through
experience (which can be either real or imagined), through exposure to “difference”, through
explanations for practices, thoughts, values and beliefs, through the development of critical
awareness and understanding, and through engagement with others in taking action (see Barrett
et al., 2018c).
- The curriculum is based on complex learning approaches. It was developed according to a
project-based learning approach for Module 1 and a service-based learning approach for Module
2 (see the guidance for implementation of the RFCDC, Barrett et al., 2018c, pp. 35-36.).
- The curriculum is based on a cooperative approach at both teaching and learning levels. Cooperation is an important component of social cohesion. In order to teach DI competence and to
develop a democratic culture at institution level, teachers need to co-ordinate and work together
to organize learning situations where children can acquire and practice DI competences.
Moreover, the activities included in the curriculum allow pupils to actively co-operate with their
class-mates.
- Teachers’ and children’s views were taken into account in the revision of the curriculum. It was
field-tested in all the partnership countries, involving both teachers and pupils.
- The curriculum allows children to have a voice in the learning process. have the chance to
participate in the decision-making on what and how they have to learn, including a learning
evaluation (see chapter 4 in this volume) through which teachers can receive feedback about the
activities proposed during the implementation of the curriculum.
- The curriculum reflects and is closely aligned to everyday, real-life issues. It is oriented towards
and connected with the everyday lifeworld situations and contexts, where children and teachers
live together.
- Teachers are conceived as facilitators of learning. They encourage pupils to become actively
involved in experience, discovery, challenge, analysis, comparison, reflection and co-operation.
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They address children as whole persons and engage them cognitively, emotionally and through
their experience (with their head, heart and hands).
Redundant teaching/learning methodology. The CVS Curriculum makes use of a “redundant”
teaching/learning methodology (and so is stable and predictable by teachers and children) in order
to favour the development of teachers’ and children’s confidence in teaching/learning process.
It is based on a cross-curricular approach. In implementing it, several activities can be integrated
in different school subjects. For instance, an English teacher can select texts dealing with the
issues of democracy, interculturality, and participation; a Geometry teacher could link his/her
activities to the creation of the maps and real planning; a History and Geography teacher could
link his/her activities to the issues of the CVS Curriculum as well.
The curriculum makes reference to descriptors for assessing children’s DI competence. The use
of descriptors allows not only the recognition of what children can do, but also the identification
of future learning goals to be achieved through the educational intervention (see Barrett et al.,
2018 for a discussion about RFCDC descriptors);
The curriculum foresees the multi-informant assessment of children’s DI competence. Before and
after the implementation of the curriculum, the degree of proficiency of children’s DI
competences are assessed, by children themselves (through a self-report questionnaire) and by
their teachers.
The curriculum prompts the active involvement of senior citizens. The aim was to get elderly
people actively engaged both in their community to foster intergenerational learning and dialogue,
and to improve young people’s knowledge and enhance their understanding of how the past can
impact on today’s society. Intergenerational learning activities were developed to enable senior
citizens to share their experiences with children, including stories of their life. The activities have
also been designed to bridge the intergenerational gap between the two.
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CHAPTER 2. THE CVS CURRICULUM FOR CHILDREN: STRUCTURE

1. Preface
The CVS Curriculum is a biennial course, aimed at children aged from 9 to 10 years
(approximately the last grades of primary schools, but it depends from the school system in force in
the country in which the curriculum is implemented), articulated in two modules, one for each
academic year: Module 1 “Our voices for our schools” (when children are about 9-year-old), Module
2 “Our voices for our towns” (when children are about 10-year-old; see Figure 1).

Figure 1. Relation between the modules of the CVS Curriculum
Both modules are conceived as cycles, each articulated in five steps covering the entire school
year (see Figure 2). Each step is also conceived as a sub cycle, in which a series of activities are
foreseen and which represent the planning principles of Experience (E), Comparison (C), Analysis
(An), Reflection (R) and Action (Ac)3.

3

See the guidance for implementation of the RFCDC (Barrett et al., 2018c, pp. 28-29).
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Figure 2. Relations between the steps and the activities foreseen in
each module of the CVS Curriculum
Note. E Experience, C Comparison, An Analysis, R Reflection, Ac Action
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2. Module 1 – Our voices for our schools
The curriculum should be implemented approximately from October to April or May. It is
addressed to children when they are about 9 years old and they are at fourth grade of primary school.
Notwithstanding, it can be used with older children.
2.1 Rationale underlying all steps and their sequence in Module 1
Module 1 has been developed according to a project-based learning approach4. It is articulated
in 5 steps (see Figure 3).

Figure 3
The steps of the CVS Curriculum – Module 1
Step 1 – Sharing of CVS Curriculum issues and planning of the work
The aim of this step is to share with children and their parents the main ideas and goals of the
CVS Curriculum and the planning of the regeneration intervention. During this step, children are
involved in some specific activities (named “CVS activities”) aimed at introducing (a) general human
rights, (b) child’s rights, with a special focus on Articles 12 of the UNCRC, and (c) the concepts of
democracy, citizenship and participation. This step ends with (a) an assembly of children during
which they elect two representatives (a boy and a girl), and some “official” reporters (whose role is
to report all the activities of the curriculum that will be presented during the public event), and (b) a
meeting with parents interested in participating more actively to some activities with their children.
Step 2
It is articulated in two different moments: the first one is devoted to the exploration and
knowledge of the school in its space-time dimensions, the second one is devoted to the planning of
the regeneration intervention. The general aim of this step is to collect information about the school,
organize this information and take decisions about the regeneration intervention.
4

See the guidance for implementation of the RFCDC (Barrett et al., 2018c, pp. 35-36).
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The central idea characterizing this step is that in order to promote an intervention on an urban
space we need to know and understand the physical, geographical and historical characteristics of this
space.
Step 2a - Exploration of school space-time dimensions
The aim is to deepen the knowledge of the school spaces (inside and outside, for instance, the
playground), evaluating the original function they should have had and the one currently performed
(beyond the way children use these spaces every day), the memories related to these spaces (the
school changes over the time) and the school life (competitions, projects, relations with the territory,
famous people who have studied in the school, …). Two central ideas characterize this sub-step: (a)
spaces change their shape over time, and they acquire their meaning through the life of people
crossing them; (b) we need to help children to develop a careful and critical look toward spaces where
they live every day.
During this step, children are involved in some CVS activities aimed at (a) thinking about the
dream school, and (b) creating a reportage about their exploration of the school.
The product of these last activities can be presented during the public event.
Step 2b – Planning of the regeneration intervention
The aim is to evaluate the needs/wishes of children about the school spaces and to adopt a
common space to regenerate. In doing that, children make use of techniques derived from
participatory territorial planning.
It could be helpful thinking with children and their parents about the opportunity/possibility
to realize a crowdfunding to finance the intervention.
Step 3 – Implementation of the regeneration intervention
The aim of this step is to implement the regeneration intervention decided at the end of Step
2. Children (with the help of teachers and voluntary parents) work together on the intervention.
During this step, children are also involved in some CVS activities aimed at (a) stimulating
the concepts of otherness and communication, and (b) creating an advertisement about their
regeneration activity and the need to express their voices.
The product of the last activity can be presented during the public event.
Step 4 – Presentation of the regeneration intervention
The aim of this step is twofold: (a) to plan and implement a public event to celebrate the work
done by children, giving them the opportunity to show the results of their efforts to the school
community, and (b) to stimulate their ability to communicate. If possible, the Revised European
Charter on the Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life (CoE, 2015) could be signed
by children and local mayor.
Step 5 – Reflection on the learning experience
The aim of the final step is to reflect on the learning experience with children and their parents.
The meeting with children will be preceded by a “CVS activity” aimed at making children evaluate
the Curriculum through play.
Children and teachers need to be involved in reflecting in a critical fashion on the whole
curriculum, ready to accept their suggestions to revise it.
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2.2 Weeks plan for Module 1
Week
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10
W11
W12
W13
W14
W15
W16
W17
W18
W19
W20
W21
W22
W23
W24
W25
W26
W27

Activities
A1@M1 (at the beginning of the week) - A2@M1 (at the end of the week)
A3@M1 (#1)
A3@M1 (#2)
A3@M1 (#3) (at the beginning of the week) - A4@M1 (at the end of the week)
A5@M1
A6@M1
A6@M1
A7@M1
A3@M1 (#4)
A3@M1 (#5, assignment)
Christmas holidays
A3@M1 (#5, report) (at the beginning of the week)
A8@M1 (at the end of the week)
A8@M1
A8@M1
A9@M1
A10@M1
A10@M1
A10@M1
A10@M1 - A3@M1 (#6)
A10@M1
A10@M1 - A3@M1 (#7)
A10@M1 - A3@M1 (#7)
A3@M1 (#7)
A11@M1
A11@M1
A11@M1
A12@M1
A13@M1 (at the beginning of the week)
A3@M1 (#8) (at the end of the week) - A14@M1 (immediately after A3@M1)
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Steps
1
1
1
1
1
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2b
2b
2b
2b
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5
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3. Module 2 – Our voices for our towns
The curriculum should be implemented approximately from October to April or May during
the school year following the one in which Module 1 was implemented. It is addressed to children
when they are about 10 years old and they are at fifth grade of primary school. Notwithstanding, it
can be used with older children and without the implementation of Module 1 during previous school
year.
3.1 Rationale underlying all steps and their sequence in Module 2
Module 2 has been developed according to a service-based learning approach5. It is articulated
in 5 steps (see Figure 4).

Figure 4
The steps of the CVS Curriculum – Module 2
Step 1 – Sharing of CVS Curriculum issues and planning of the work
The aim of this step is to share with children, their parents and local authorities the main ideas
and goals of the CVS Curriculum and the planning of the work. During this step, children are involved
in a CVS activity aimed at promoting their self-esteem, empathy and good relations with peers. This
step also includes (a) an assembly of children during which they elect two representatives (a boy and
a girl), some “official” reporters (whose role is to report all the activities of the curriculum that will
be presented during the public event), (b) a meeting with parents interested in participating more
actively to some Curriculum activities with their children, and (c) an initial meeting with local
authorities.

5

See the guidance for implementation of the RFCDC (Barrett et al., 2018c, pp. 36-38).
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Step 2
It is articulated in two different moments: the first one is devoted to the exploration and
knowledge of the town (or just a district of it) in its space-time dimensions, the second one is devoted
to the planning of the regeneration intervention. The general aim of this step is to collect information
about the (district) town, organize this information and take decisions about the regeneration
intervention.
The central idea characterizing this step is that in order to promote an intervention on an urban
space we need to know and understand the physical, geographical and historical characteristics of this
space.
Step 2a - Exploration of town space-time dimensions
The aim is to deepen the knowledge of the (district) town spaces and the memories related to
these spaces (the town changes over the time) and the community life. Three central ideas characterize
this sub-step (as in Module 1): (a) spaces change over time, and they acquire their meaning through
the life of people crossing them; (b) we need to help children to develop a careful and critical look
toward spaces where they live every day; (c) we need to value elder people heritage.
During this step, children are involved in some CVS activities aimed at (a) thinking about the
“ideal (district) town”, (a) creating a reportage about their exploration of the (district) town.
The product of these last activities can be presented during the public event.
Step 2b – Planning of the regeneration intervention
The aim is to evaluate the needs/wishes of children about the town spaces and adopting a
common space to regenerate. In doing that, children make use of techniques derived from
participatory territorial planning.
It could be helpful thinking with children and their parents about (a) the collaboration with
elders and some local associations available to help children in their efforts and who could be involved
in the next step, (b) the opportunity/possibility to realize a crowdfunding to finance the intervention.
Step 3 – Implementation of the regeneration intervention
The aim of this step is to implement the regeneration intervention decided at the end of Step
2. Children (with the help of teachers, voluntary parents, some elders) work together to the
intervention.
During this step, children are also involved in some CVS activities aimed at (a) reflecting on
Europe as a common home, (b) creating an advertisement about their regeneration activity and the
need to express their voices.
The product of the last activity can be presented during the public event.
Step 4 – Presentation of the regeneration intervention
The aim of this step is twofold: (a) to plan and implement a public event to celebrate the work
done by children, giving them the opportunity to show the results of their efforts to town community,
(b) to stimulate their ability to communicate. If possible, the Revised European Charter on the
Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life (CoE, 2015) could be signed by children
and local mayor.
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Step 5 – Reflection on the learning experience
The aim of the final step is to reflect on the learning experience with children and their parents.
The meeting with children will be preceded by a “CVS activity” aimed at making children evaluate
the Curriculum through play.
Children and teachers need to be involved in reflecting in a critical fashion on the whole
curriculum, ready to accept their suggestions to revise it.
3.2 Weeks plan for Module 2
Week
W1
W2
W3
W4
W5
W6
W7
W8
W9
W10
W11
W15
W16
W17
W18
W19
W20
W21
W22
W23
W21
W22
W23
W24

Activities
A1@M2 (at the beginning of the week) - A2@M2 (at the end of the week)
A3@M2 (#1) (at the beginning of the week) - A4@M2 (at the end of the week)
A5@M2 (at the beginning of the week) - A6@M2 (at the end of the week)
A7@M2
A7@M2
A7@M2 (at the beginning of the week) - A3@M2 (#2) (at the end of the week)
A3@M2 (#3, assignment)
Christmas holidays
A3@M2 (#3, report) (at the beginning of the week)
A8@M2 (at the end of the week)
A8@M2
A8@M2 (at the beginning of the week) - A9@M2 (at the end of the week)
A10@M2
A11@M2 - A3@M2 (#4)
A11@M2 - A3@M2 (#4)
A11@M2 - A3@M2 (#4)
A11@M2 - A3@M2 (#4)
A11@M2 - A3@M2 (#5)
A11@M2
A11@M2 - A3@M2 (#5)
A11@M2
A12@M2
A12@M2
A12@M2
A13@M2
A14@M2 (at the beginning of the week)
A3@M2 (#6) (at the end of the week) - A15@M2 (immediately after A3@M2)
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Steps
1
1
1
2a
2a
2a
2a
2a
2b
2b
2b
2b
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
4
4
4
4
5
5

CHAPTER 3. THE CVS CURRICULUM FOR CHILDREN: ACTIVITIES
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1. Module 1 – Our voices for our schools
1.1 Steps and activities of the CVS Curriculum in Module 1

A1@M1
A2@M1
A3@M1
A4@M1
A5@M1

A3@M1
A6@M1
A7@M1
A8@M1
A9@M1
A3@M1
A10@M1
A11@M1
A12@M1
A3@M1
A13@M1
A14@M1

Step 1 - Sharing of CVS Curriculum issues and planning of the work
Initial plenary meeting with KC children
Plenary meeting with KC parents
CVS activity
Children's assembly
Meeting with parents
Step 2
Step 2a - Exploration of school space-time dimensions
CVS activity
Exploration of school spaces
Recovering of school memory
Step 2b - Planning of the regeneration intervention
Planning for real
Planning of the regeneration intervention
Step 3 - Implementation of the regeneration intervention
CVS activity
Implementing the regeneration intervention
Step 4 – Presentation of the regeneration intervention
Organization of the public event
Public event
Step 5 – Reflection on the learning experience
CVS activity
Final plenary meeting with KC parents
Final plenary meeting with KC children
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1.2 List of the “CVS activities” in Module 1 (A3#M1)
Code
#1

Name
Zabderfilio

Goals
Introducing general
human rights

#2

Rabbits’
rights

Introducing child’s rights
(focus on Article 12 of
the UNCRC)

#3

Where do
you stand?

Introducing the concepts
of democracy,
citizenship, participation

#4

Dream
school

Introducing the activities
about the “ideal school”

#5

CVS
reporter

Creating a report about
the exploration activities
of school spaces and
memories

#6

Being in
someone
else’s
moccasins

Focusing on the concept
of otherness

#7

Advertising
children’s
voices

Focusing on
communication

Competences of the RFCDC focused
 Valuing human dignity and human rights
 Valuing cultural diversity
 Openness to cultural otherness
 Tolerance of ambiguity
 Conflict resolution skills
 Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
 Valuing human dignity and human rights
 Valuing cultural diversity
 Openness to cultural otherness
 Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
 Valuing human dignity and human rights
 Valuing cultural diversity
 Valuing democracy
 Civic-mindedness
 Valuing democracy
 Openness to cultural otherness
 Civic-mindedness
 Skills of listening and observing
 Empathy
 Co-operation skills
 Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
 Respect
 Civic mindedness
 Responsibility
 Self-efficacy
 Autonomous learning skills
 Analytical and critical thinking skills
 Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
 Co-operation skills
 Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
 Knowledge and critical understanding of language
 Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
 Valuing human dignity and human rights
 Valuing cultural diversity
 Openness to cultural otherness
 Tolerance of ambiguity
 Empathy
 Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
 Openness to cultural otherness
 Self-efficacy
 Civic mindedness
 Autonomous learning skills
 Analytical and critical thinking skills
 Skills of listening and observing
 Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
 Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
 Knowledge and critical understanding of language
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Step
1

1

1

2a

2b

3
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#8

Letters to
the next
generation

Facilitating the reflection
on the whole learning
experience







Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
Openness to cultural otherness
Tolerance of ambiguity
Empathy
Knowledge and critical understanding of the
self
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A1@M1 Initial plenary meeting with children
Aim




Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Teacher illustrates the CVS Curriculum to children

Materials

A poem related to these issues

Group size

2 classes together

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation





To present the CVS Curriculum to children
To share with them the basic ideas about the Curriculum. Children
need to be informed about the whole process

Communicate with children a few days before this meeting takes
place
Print a summary of the curriculum to be provided to children (like a
timeline derived by the Curriculum)
Select a poem about the topics of the Curriculum

Step-by-step instructions
 Read a poem with them on the topics of the curriculum (an example is reported below)
 Start with a brainstorming focusing on
- the opinion that children have about the way adults listen to their opinions and world views,
- children’s perception of the school.
Summarize their answers in a framework visible to all
 Explain the project and the curriculum (in its articulation in the 2 modules), describing Module 1
in details
 Ask for their opinion on the activity in which they will be involved in the next months
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(? – Collecting suggestions from CT)
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EXAMPLE OF POEM
A mature man with an unripe ear
One day on the Capranica-Viterbo express
I saw a man with an unripe ear get on the train.
He was not so young, indeed he was mature in all
respects except for his ear, which remained unripe.
I immediately changed place to be close to him
and be able to study this phenomenon for good.
So, Sir, I told him, you are of a certain age,
what do you do with that green ear?
He answered gently: - You can say I am old,
the only young thing I’ve got left is this ear.
It's a baby ear, I need it to understand
the voices that adults cannot hear.
I listen to what the trees, the birds,
the passing clouds, the stones, the streams say.
I also understand children when they say things
that to a mature ear may sound mysterious.
This is what the gentleman with an unripe ear
said that day, on the Capranica-Viterbo express.
Gianni Rodari, 1979
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A2@M1 Initial plenary meeting with parents
Aim





Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Teacher illustrates the CVS Curriculum to children’s parents

Materials

A poem related to these issues

Group size

Parents of children of the two classes involved in the Curriculum

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation




To present the CVS Curriculum to parents
To share with them the basic ideas about the Curriculum
To invite them to actively participate, especially with regard to Steps
3 and 4

Prepare and send a letter of invitation to the event to parents
Print a summary of the curriculum to be provided to parents

Step-by-step instructions
 Gather the parents of the 2 classes together
 Read a poem with them on the topics of the curriculum (an example is reported below)
 Explain the project and the curriculum (in its articulation in the 2 modules)
 Ask for their opinion on the activity in which their children will be involved
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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EXAMPLE OF POEM
A mature man with an unripe ear
One day on the Capranica-Viterbo express
I saw a man with an unripe ear get on the train.
He was not so young, indeed he was mature in all
respects except for his ear, which remained unripe.
I immediately changed place to be close to him
and be able to study this phenomenon for good.
So, Sir, I told him, you are of a certain age,
what do you do with that green ear?
He answered gently: - You can say I am old,
the only young thing I’ve got left is this ear.
It's a baby ear, I need it to understand
the voices that adults cannot hear.
I listen to what the trees, the birds,
the passing clouds, the stones, the streams say.
I also understand children when they say things
that to a mature ear may sound mysterious.
This is what the gentleman with an unripe ear
said that day, on the Capranica-Viterbo express.
Gianni Rodari, 1979
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A3@M1 CVS activity #1 Zabderfilio Nobody for one and one for all
Aim






Source of the activity

Derived from “COMPASITO”

Type of activity

Storytelling, reflective activity

Competences targeted 
by the activity






To discuss the concept of ‘All Different – All Equal’
To reflect on the meaning of tolerance and diversity
To discuss violence and conflict management
To understand the principle of universality

Valuing human dignity and human rights
Valuing cultural diversity
Openness to cultural otherness and to other beliefs, world views
and practices
Tolerance of ambiguity
Conflict resolution skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world

Overview

Children watch a puppet show and interact with the characters

Materials




Group size

1 class

Time needed

35 minutes

Preparation




A puppet theatre or similar arrangements
Different animal puppets, a hunter puppet, a presenter puppet, and a
Zabderfilio puppet, such as in the handout

Practise the puppet show beforehand
Make a puppet to represent Zabderfilio: an animal that has
characteristics of different animals (or you can use the handout)

Step-by-step instructions
 Gather the children in front of the puppet theatre. Explain that they have to be silent and stay in
their seats when the puppet show is running. They should only speak when the characters ask
them questions and nobody should try to touch them.
 Run the puppet show. Ask the children questions regularly to keep their attention and to work
towards the learning objectives.
Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
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You can also debrief the activity by asking questions such as these:
► How do you feel about the story?
► What happened during the story?
► What animal do you like the most? The least? Why?
► Were the other animals fair towards Zabderfilio?
► Why did they act as they did?
► Why do you think the other animals finally became friends with Zabderfilio? Because he was
the strongest? The best looking? Or because he was brave and generous? Or a mixture of
different talents?
Relate the activity to human rights by asking questions such as these:
► Have you ever seen anyone been treated the way the animals first treated Zabderfilio?
► Why does this happen in real life?
► Are we all the same and still different? In what ways are we all alike? And what makes us
different?
► What can we do to avoid some children feeling as Zabderfilio did when no-one would be his
friend?

Tips for the teacher
Instead of having a real puppet theatre,
 Use a blanket to sit behind.
 Use whatever animal puppets you have available. If you do not have the necessary puppets, make
the puppets using cut-out cardboard drawings or old socks.
 Adapt your Zabderfilio to fit your imagination. He might have the ears of a rabbit, the horn of a
rhino, the nose and whiskers of a mouse, the mane of a lion, the pouch of a kangaroo or any other
combination that fits your story. In any case, he should look weird and have at least a conspicuous
nose, a loud voice and the ability to move silently. You can also adapt the story to fit any puppet
you may have.
 With larger groups, have a second teacher to help with the process of question and answer
between the group and the puppets.
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SCENARIO
Introduction: (made by a ‘presenter puppet’ who is not part of the story)
Presenter Puppet: Hello, ladies and gentlemen, boys and girls. I’m happy to see that everybody is
ready to listen and watch today’s special show! Well, I can tell you already a little bit of the mystery
of today. It all takes place in the world of the animals. And in that world, just like ours, not everything
is beautiful and not everything is ugly, not everything is normal and not everything is weird. But –
there are always surprises! And this story is about one of these surprises. It is the story of a very
special animal called Zabderfilio. Watch and listen carefully. Please stay where you are, otherwise
the animals might run away and we will never know what happens at the end of the story. See you
later!
THE STORY
Summary: Zabderfilio meets different existing animals one by one. Each of them considers
Zabderfilio a very strange animal. Zabderfilio is looking for friends but none of the animals want to
be his friend because he is … just weird! Below is an example of one of his encounters:
Giraffe: (Comes on the stage and talks to the children) Hello, everybody. Do you know who I am?
(Audience: You’re a giraffe.)
Giraffe: How do you know? Am I wearing a nametag somewhere?
(Audience: Because of your long neck, your colours…)
Giraffe: Yes, you are all right. And I have the longest neck of all the animals in the world. I can see
a long way, and I can eat from high trees without any great effort!
(Zabderfilio comes on stage)
Zabderfilio: (Very friendly and eager) Hello!
Giraffe: WOOEEEHAAA … you scared me there for a second, sneaking up to me like this. But wait
a minute, who are you?
Zabderfilio: I am Zabderfilio.
Giraffe: Zabberbadderdiloooo-what??
Zabderfilio: My name is Zabderfilio and I’m looking for friends. Do you want to be my friend?
Giraffe: Er, um… I don’t know. You look very strange to me! You are not a mouse, not a lion, not a
kangoroo, but you look like all of them. All my friends are one thing or the other and not a mix like
you! Excuse me, but I have to go see my friends! Tee hee hee, you are really strange and ugly!
Zabderfilio: (With hurt feelings) But, but – wait a second...
(Giraffe has already disappeared and Zabderfilio talks now to the audience)
Zabderfilio: This makes me sad. Why didn’t Giraffe want to be my friend? Well, let me walk a little
bit longer in the forest and see if I meet any other animals to play with.
None of the animals Zabderfilio meets wants to be his friend. After several encounters, suddenly, a
hunter comes on stage. He is hunting animals. Each time one of the animals comes on stage, the
hunter tries to grab it, but they all run away, screaming for help.
Then the hunter disappears from the stage, looking in the forest for the animals, and Zabderfilio
reappears. He asks the audience what all this noise was about.
After the audience explains the situation, Zabderfilio uses his nose of a mouse to smell the hunter
(Aha, with my keen nose I smell a hunter nearby!), his feet of a cat to walk without any noise (I think
I can use my cat feet to sneak up on him!) and his lion scream to scare the hunter away (And now I
use my huge voice to roar like a lion and frighten him away. ROAR!).
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After this heroic deed, the other animals come closer and apologize for their nasty behaviour. They
all ask him to be their friend, and Zabderfilio gladly accepts. All the animals say goodbye to the
audience and the ‘presenting–puppet’ appears to make the final comments.
CONCLUSION
Presenter Puppet: Well, boys and girls, ladies and gentlemen. That was the story of Zabderfilio. Did
you enjoy it?
He certainly was a funny looking beast! But he was able to help his friends because he combined so
many different parts.
Next time you see someone who looks a little unusual, I hope you think of Zabderfilio – that person
may have talents you never dreamed of and make a wonderful friend.
HANDOUT: EXAMPLE OF ZABDERFILIO
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A3@M1 CVS activity #2 Rabbit’s’ right We have a right to be happy, safe and healthy!
Aim





To introduce the UNCRC
To show children that they are instinctively aware of children’s
rights
To connect human needs with human rights

Source of the activity

Derived from “COMPASITO”

Type of activity

Imagining, brainstorming, discussion

Competences targeted 
by the activity




Valuing human dignity and human rights
Valuing cultural diversity
Openness to cultural otherness and to other beliefs, world views
and practices
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world

Overview

Children imagine the care a pet rabbit needs and extend that to the needs
of children and their right to survive and develop

Materials




Group size

1 class

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation



Chart paper and markers
Chart, and a copy of the UNCRC

Make a chart, and copies of the UNCRC

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask the children to imagine that they have a pet rabbit to care for, and to give it a name. They
need to think about all the things it needs to be happy, safe and healthy. Ask, “What are all the
things the rabbit will need?” They may suggest things such as a hutch, straw, food, water, exercise,
attention, love or perhaps another rabbit for company. Write ‘RABBIT’ (or the given name) at
the top of the left-hand column on a chart such as the one below, and record the children’s
responses.
 Then ask, “Who is responsible for ensuring that the rabbit gets all the things that it needs?” Note
down the children’s responses, which may be that they or whoever owns the rabbit is responsible.
 Confirm the things the rabbit needs to survive and develop, such as food, water, and a hutch. Then
ask questions such as these:
► If the rabbit really needs these things to survive, then should the rabbit have a right to them?
► Who is responsible for ensuring that the rabbit’s rights to these things are met?
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Then write ‘CHILDREN’ at the top of the right-hand column and ask the group to brainstorm:
“What are the things that children need to develop and have for a happy, safe and healthy life?”
List the children’s responses, helping to elicit such things as home, food, water, family, friends,
toys, education, love and attention.
Ask, “Who is responsible for ensuring that children get all the things they need to be happy, safe
and healthy?” Encourage answers such as adults, parents, family, and caregivers.
Ask questions such as these to expand the focus of children’s rights, adding additional needs to
the chart:
► What do children need to be protected, to survive, to develop and to participate?
► If children need these things, then should children have a right to them?
► Who is responsible for ensuring that children have these rights?
Ask the group if they have ever heard of the UNCRC. Give them copies of the child-friendly
version or use a poster version. Explain that this document states the things to which every child
in the world has a right.

Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 You can also invite the children to compare their list on the chart with those in the UNCRC.
 Point out that they have created a list of children’s rights. Ask questions such as these:
► What needs did you name that are also in the UNCRC? Mark these on the chart with a star.
► Why do you think you were able to think of so many of the rights by yourself?
 Point out that the group knew from the beginning what children needed to develop and grow,
without adults having to tell them. They are experts of their own lives! Explain that the UNCRC
is there to support children’s rights, to protect them, to provide for them and to ensure that they
can participate in the world around them.
Tips for the teacher
 Because this activity requires no reading skills, it can be run with very young children. However,
they only need to have the idea of ‘rights’ defined, in simple terms. The UNCRC can be
introduced later.
 You could choose to replace ‘rabbit’ with any other household pet.
 Variations: If appropriate to the group, you might conclude by reading the child-friendly UNCRC
aloud, with each child reading a different article.
 Adaptation for Older Children: When comparing the children’s list and the UNCRC, invite
discussion of what they omitted, asking questions such as these:
► Are there other needs and rights in the UNCRC that were not on your list?
► Why do you think they are in the UNCRC?
► Why do you think you might have thought of these needs and rights?
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SAMPLE CHART
RABBIT

CHILDREN
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A3@M1 CVS activity #3 Where do you stand? Vote with your feet!
Aim





Source of the activity

Derived from “COMPASITO”

Type of activity

Discussion with some movement

Competences targeted 
by the activity




To deepen understanding of participation
To develop listening skills
To develop discussion and argumentation skills

Valuing human dignity and human rights
Valuing cultural diversity
Valuing democracy
Civic-mindedness

Overview

Children take a physical position in the room and then explain and
support their opinions

Materials





Group size

1 class

Time needed

30-40 minutes

Preparation




Flipchart and pens
String or chalk
Paper and markers

Divide the room into two parts and put up signs AGREE and
DISAGREE at either end
Write discussion statements on a flipchart, each on a separate page,
and place them on the line in the middle of the room

Step-by-step instructions
 Inform the children that you are interested in their opinion on some important questions.
 Explain that you will read a statement and individually they have to decide whether they agree or
disagree with it and then stand in the part of the room where they see the relevant poster. The goal
will be to convince other children to change their opinion and position.
 No-one can speak until everyone takes a position.
 The more strongly you agree or disagree with the statement, the further away from the centre
you will stand.
 No-one can stay on the middle line, but if you cannot decide or feel confused about a question,
you can stay towards the middle on one side or the other.
 Show the children the first statement and read it aloud. Then ask them to decide what they think
and to take a position.
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Wait until everyone has taken a position. Then ask individuals from both positions why they stood
on the different sides. Let them discuss their views. Encourage many different children to express
an opinion.
After allowing a reasonable time for discussion, invite any child who wishes to change positions.
If several do, ask them what argument made them change their minds. Continue this process for
all the statements.

Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 You can also debrief the activity by asking questions such as these:
► How did you like this exercise?
► Was it difficult to take a position in some cases? Which ones? Did you ever change your
position? What made you do so?
► Were there some statements, which were more complicated than others?
► Are there some statements you are still uncertain about?
► Would you like to discuss some issues further?
► Did you learn something new from this activity? If so, what?
 Relate the activity to the right to participation by asking questions such as these:
► Did you see any connection among these questions?
► Are you able to participate in decision making in your family? Your class or school? Your
community? Any other situation in your life?
► Point out that participation is an important right of every child, and read children Article 12
of the UNCRC. Can you imagine some new areas in which you could participate?
► Why do you think the right to participation is important for children?
Tips for the teacher
 Make sure that all the children, even the less outspoken ones, have a chance to express their
opinion. You might call on quieter children to express their opinions.
 Discussion time on each statement should be limited so that the activity does not become too long.
 To keep the children alert, encourage stretching or do a quick energizer between questions.
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SAMPLE STATEMENT
All children, even the youngest, have the right to express their opinion on matters affecting them.
Children have no rights to participate in family decision making. Parents know best what is best
for children.
It can be dangerous for children to express their views on school issues.
Only outspoken or older children can participate in decision making.
Every child can participate in the school parliament / student council with equal rights.
Children who have been in trouble with the law lose their right to participate in any decision
making process.
Not all children have the same right to participate. Poor children cannot participate as much as
others.
To participate at school means to talk a lot in class.
If one’s parents are separated or divorced, children have the right to express their views in the
legal process.
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A4@M1 Children's assembly
Aim




Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children elect their representatives and their official reporters

Materials

None

Group size

1 class

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation

None

To elect two representatives (a boy and a girl) for each KC
To find some “official” reporters (whose role is to report all the
activities of the curriculum that will be presented during the public
event)

Step-by-step instructions
 Suggest to children the idea that they will have to choose some of them (a boy and a girl) who
will have to represent them during the public event and the meetings with the local authorities.
Children need to be encouraged to apply as representatives
 Conduct democratic elections
 Ask for some official reporters of the activities whose task is to take care of the photographic
documentation of the activities foreseen by the curriculum and which will be presented during the
public event
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A5@M1 Meeting with voluntary parents
Aim



Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Voluntary parents are informed about the activities in which they will
be actively involved

Materials

None

Group size

Parents of both classes

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation

None

To involve those parents who will more actively participate

Step-by-step instructions
 Start with a brainstorming focusing on:
 the opinion parents have about the way adults listen to children’s voices
 their perception of the school
 Summarize their answers in a framework visible to all
 Explain the curriculum, describing Module 1 in details
 Ask for their opinion on the activity in which they will be involved
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A6@M1 Exploration of school spaces
Aim



Type of activity

A walk in and around the school

Overview

Children explore their school spaces

Materials

None

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

60-90 minutes

Preparation

None

To explore the school spaces

Step-by-step instructions
 Go for a walk in and around the school, looking at the several spaces inside and outside the
building
 Invite children to have a careful and critical look at the spaces (even those they use daily), to think
to the original function they should have had and the one currently performed, to think about the
strengths and weaknesses of these spaces (How is it? How should/could it be? What do I like of
this space? What don’t I like? Why?)
 At the end of the walk, ask the children to draw a map of the school, indicating the strengths and
weaknesses of each of the spaces visited
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
 Stimulate children's attention through engaging questions
 Increase attention through images and videos
 Ask the children questions during the walk and focus on the parts they know least
 Stimulate the imagination on how spaces could be reorganized
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A7@M1 Recovering of school memory
Aim






To discover the past of the school (the school changes over time),
the memories related to the school as a space and as a community
(last competitions in which the school was involved, projects,
relations with the territory, famous people who have studied in the
school, …)
To discuss about the meaning of “belonging to a community”
To reflect on the sense of community

Type of activity

Research, Discussion

Overview

Children collect information about their school history

Materials

Images, maps, books

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

180 minutes

Preparation

Search for images and interviews regarding the school

Step-by-step instructions
 With the help of parents or other relatives, each child carries out a historical research of the
school and its change over time
 Children are placed in a single classroom forming a circle
 Explain the path you intend to take and the objectives of the work
 Start the discussion by asking a question
 Start the discussion in which each child is encouraged to tell his/her opinion about the chosen
topics.
 Each child briefly explains the work done at home regarding his/her school's history.
 After the exhibition, the teachers summarize the emerging themes.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
 Children who have recently moved to the city (coming from other cities in the country or from
different countries) could be invited to ask to their new neighbours
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A3@M1 CVS activity #4 Dream school How do you want to study?
Aim





To encourage reflection about the ideal school that participants
imagine for themselves and for their learners
To raise awareness of what we need for all students to benefit
equally from school
To promote the development of empathy, acceptance, tolerance and
readiness for action

Source of the activity

Contributed by Ildikó Lázár, inspired by ideas in activities by
Aleksandra Birkova, Louise Cutajar-Davis and Pascale
Mompoint-Gaillard (TASKs for democracy)

Type of activity

Imagining, writing, discussion and making a poster

Competences targeted 
by the activity







Valuing democracy
Openness to cultural otherness
Civic-mindedness
Skills of listening and observing
Empathy
Co-operation skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world

Overview

Students imagine and write their ideal school and they collaborate in a
group to present a dream school idea, which guarantees equality for all.

Materials

Enough A3 or larger posters and felt-tip pens
Post-its

Group size

Groups of 5 children

Time needed

90 minutes

Preparation

Tables need to be arranged so that both small group work and whole
group plenary presentations can be easily managed. If you decide to have
the groups read the stories in jigsaw style, then you need enough copies of
the stories in each micro-group

Step-by-step instructions
 Tell children that in the next activity they will be encouraged to imagine the dream school they
would like to go.
 Ask children to imagine their dream school. They may want to close their eyes and think about
these questions.
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► What’s your dream school like?
► What does it look like? Which is your favourite room/space in it?
► What traditions would you like to establish in your school?
► What rules would you like people to observe?
► How would you welcome newcomers at your school?
Tell the group to write down their own ideas individually and circle the two or three most important
ones on their own lists.
Ask children to form micro-groups of about four or five (you can decide who is working with whom
or you can group them randomly with colour cards, pens, etc.).
Children put together and discuss the features they collected individually to draw the dream school
they would all be happy with. They take turns in presenting their most important ideas to their microgroup, one idea per person, which has to be drawn on the poster by the person sitting on his/her right.
They can do two or three rounds, ensuring that every member’s most important ideas are
discussed and accepted by the others in the micro-group. If one of the member’s ideas is not accepted
by the micro-group, then the person has the right to present another idea. Once an idea is accepted by
all members as important, the person on the right of the speaker has to draw this idea on the poster. No
words can be written on the poster at this stage.
The micro-groups present their posters of the dream school they have created.
Once all the dream schools have been presented, tell the groups that unfortunately, some students are
unhappy in these dream schools so the posters need to be changed to ensure that all youngsters enjoy
going to this school.
Give out a story of conflict (see task sheet) and explain that it is a true story.
Ask children to complete their posters (with further drawings, or text on Post-its) to make sure their
school is a dream school for everyone.
Ask the micro-groups to report what changes they have made to their posters.

Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 You can also hold a debriefing session based on some of the following questions.
► Is your school a dream school for you? Is it a dream school for everyone?
► What kind of experience was it to imagine your dream school?
► How did you feel when you had to draw other children’s ideas on the poster?
► How did you feel when you read about the unhappy children?
► Has anything changed in your thinking after reading about one of them?
► What did you add to the poster in the second round of drawing?
► Do you see any resemblance to life at your school?
Tips for the teacher
Insist on the rules during the micro-group work: members take turns to share their ideas, and it is
always the person on the right of the speaker who draws on the poster if the group accepts the idea
presented as important for their dream school.
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TASK SHEET
Story of conflict in school
Fabiana has always felt “different” from other children. She is now a pre-adolescent and she has a
physical disease, she must use a wheelchair to get around. She feels different and she has spoken to
her friends about this but not to her family.
A group of the very popular girls of her class has recently started a campaign against her and spread
embarrassing rumours. Although adults seem aware of the tensions, as there has been quite a bit of bad
talk about disability in the schoolyard, they have not intervened.
A new member of the staff has joined the school recently. He interviewed really well but within a
few days, he started exhibiting very strong negative behaviour against Fabiana. He is constantly
making derogatory comments about Fabiana. The mockery is constant and Fabiana appears very sad
and lonely, and is sometimes afraid in school. Her grades are going down…and she is isolating herself
more and more.
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A3@M1 CVS activity #5 CVS reporter With their cameras, the CVS explore their school!
Aim




To create a reportage about their exploration of the school spaces
and memories
To develop collaborative skills for active participation

Source of the activity

Derived from “COMPASITO”

Type of activity

Photo reportage or other forms of reporting

Competences targeted 
by the activity











Respect
Civic mindedness
Responsibility
Self-efficacy
Autonomous learning skills
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
Co-operation skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
Knowledge and critical understanding of language and
communication
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world

Overview

Children report on their school (in its space-time dimensions) and its
community

Materials






Group size

1 class

Time needed

90-120 minutes
To assign before Christmas holidays and to discuss upon return from
vacation, at school

Preparation





One digital or Polaroid-type camera for each group
Note pads and pens to take notes and identify pictures
Copies of maps of the community
Optional: Printer for printing digital photographs

Make copies of maps of the school
Since this activity involves a critical look at school, inform in
advance relevant officials
Try to arrange a meeting with relevant local officials to whom the
children can present their results and proposals, and discuss possible
changes
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Step-by-step instructions
 Discuss with children what reporters do, both in print media and TV. Explain that they themselves
are going to become photo reporters and take pictures of the school and its community, and
interview parents, grandparents, neighbours, other children about their experience with the
school.
 Divide the children into groups of three or four. Give each group a specific assignment. For
example:
 Group A might check safety conditions inside the school (e.g. Where are fire extinguishers?
Are they in working order? Are emergency doors easily accessible? Do children know what
to do in case of emergency?)
 Group B might check safety conditions outside the school, for example, related to the traffic.
(e.g. Are there safe pavements? Safe places to cross streets? Are the streets and pavements in
good repair? Are there controls on drivers’ speed?)
 Group C might verify eating conditions at school (e.g. hygienic conditions, information on
food menu, nutrition qualities of food and drinks, safety checks on water supply?)
 Group D could concentrate on interviews to grandparents and other elders about the school.
 Give the groups time to discuss their topic and plan how they will look for evidence. Make sure
they know whom to contact to be able to enter certain areas (e.g. caretaker for school or park).
They should all know how to use the camera. Each group should also have at least one child who
will take notes and write up captions to identify the photographs, one to relate the photo to specific
issues of the school and another who will write up their suggestions for responses.
 Ask each group to report on their plans to the whole group. Set a specific deadline for completing
their reporting assignments.
 After groups have taken their photos, give them time to prepare a mini exhibition that will take
place during the final public event. Every exhibition should include:
 A title
 The names of the children in the group
 Captions for each picture, stating when and where it was taken and what it shows
 Comments on the school spaces and its community
 Recommendations for addressing the violations observed and commendations for good
examples.
Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 You can also debrief the activity by asking questions such as these:
► How did you like being a reporter?
► Was it difficult to find the examples you needed?
► Was it difficult to ‘catch’ the situation in a photograph?
► Was it difficult to write the captions?
► Was it difficult to make commendations? Recommendations?
► Did you learn anything about your community? About yourself? Did you see anything in a
new way?
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► Can a camera be a useful tool to reveal situations? Can writing be useful?
► Can you think of other tools that could reveal these situations?
► What, if anything, does a picture add to something that is written?
Relate the activity to school by asking questions such as:
► What did you learn about your school and its community?
► What were some positive examples in the school?
► What were some negative examples in the school?
► Can we make concrete suggestions for improving school and its community life? To whom
(e.g. school administration, parents, mayor, local council, media, teacher)?
► The UNCRC guarantees children the right to express their views freely in all matters affecting
them. Do you use this right? If yes, how? How could you use it most effectively? What skills
do you need to do that?

Tips for the teacher
 If children are reporting on schools or other institutions, try to obtain the approval and/or
collaboration of those in charge. Their participation with the children is important in creating
change.
 Emphasize that this reporting is not just to find some problems in the school but also to evaluate
what is going well.
 Stress the importance of recognizing and commending those who are protecting and providing
good health, safety and environmental standards.
 You may need to give children basic instruction on operating a camera and tips on how to take
good photographs. Be sure that all children learn how to use the camera and have an opportunity
to use it.
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A8@M1 Planning for real
The Curriculum foresees three meetings to prepare and implement the Planning for Real.
Meeting 1
Aim




To explain the procedure of the Planning for Real
To prepare the materials (flags and map of the school)

Type of activity

Discussion, manual activity

Overview

Children realize the instruments

Materials

Cartographies, paper, markers, sticks, glue, balls of wool, polystyrene

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

The materials can be prepared and realized during previous months, with
the help of colleagues of the CTT

Preparation

Creation of the cartographic base and flags

Step-by-step instructions
 Explain the Planning for Real technique and all the procedures that have to be implemented.
 Choose symbols that will be realized in the flags.
 Construct the flags.
 Create round or rectangular shapes using white or coloured sheets (you can use different coloured
sheets depending on the type of symbol, e.g., red for culture, green for environment, violet for
services).
 Take stamps (alternatively you can make small drawings) which you will use as templates and
which represent interventions (e.g., soccer field, bike path, green area, playground, etc.) and make
various copies using these stamps. Some examples are reported below.









Cut out the shapes you created.
Assemble with glue or double-sided tape.
Put the glue or double-sided tape on a template and glue it to the toothpick, then take the second
template and place it over the previous one making it stick very well.
Ask the Municipality (this operation must be carried out at least 30 days before) the maps of the
external spaces of the school.
Print theses maps.
Take polystyrene panels and glue them on one side only.
Attach the maps to the polystyrene.
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Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
 Choose a limited number of symbols for the flags.
 Create a number of flags so that each child has the opportunity to express his/her opinion.
 Let the children participate actively in the realization of the flags.
 Tell the children what is meant by mapping and how it is done.

PLANNING FOR REAL EXPLAINED BY IMAGES
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Meeting 2
Aim



Type of activity

Manual activity

Overview

Positioning of flags and woollen threads

Materials

Flags, bobbins, pins with coloured heads

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

2-3 hours

Preparation

The map base

To implement the activity of the Planning for Real

Step-by-step instructions
 You and children (and those who want to join) will meet in front of the school entrance to start
the walk on the knowledge of school spaces.
 After the walk, you and children go back to the classroom for starting the planning for real
activities.
 All children have the possibility to insert on the cartographic bases punctual projects through
flags, and linear projects with the use of wool threads, localizing them perfectly
 Each flag, or wire, unambiguously represents a project, action or intervention, to be carried out
for the improvement of places
 This activity initiates a first confrontation between the participants
 Ask questions such as these:
► What could I do?
► Which project do I want to implement?
► What elements do I need to carry out the project?
► How do I see my school in 5 years?
► How do I see the school after completing the project?
► What are the 3 places in my school that we can invest in?
► What are the 3 places in my school where improvements are not needed?
► What would I like to do for everyone who comes to my school?
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
 Stimulate conversation between children
 Ask the children questions during the application of the flags
 Do not use closed-ended questions
 Stimulate children to ask questions to the adults who are present
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Focus on the most representative school spaces for children
Ask stimulating questions to start thinking about design ideas (children close their eyes and
imagine redesigning the space they were looking at)
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Meeting 3
Aim





To reflect on the activity
To select the flags
Planning of the chosen project

Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children reflect on the positioned flags and select priority projects

Materials

Cartographic base with flags

Group size

2 classes (voluntary parents are also involved)

Time needed

2 hours

Preparation

Cartographic base with flags

Step-by-step instructions
 Elimination of identical or similar flags positioned in the same place
 Discussion on the projects to be implemented
 Selection of a project chosen as a priority
 Design of the chosen project
 Ask questions such as these:
► Which project would I like to implement?
► What can be done with the resources available to us?
► Am I ready to become the protagonist of the project?
► How can I contribute to the success of the project?
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
 Encourage discussion among children
 Facilitate conversation and resolve conflicts.
 Give everyone the opportunity to express their opinion.
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A9@M1 Planning of the regeneration intervention
Aim



Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children and teacher plan the regeneration intervention of a school area

Materials

None

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

45 minutes

Preparation

Copies of the project chosen in the previous activity

To plan the regeneration intervention of the school area

Step-by-step instructions
 It could be helpful thinking with children and their parents about the opportunity/possibility to
realize a crowdfunding to finance the intervention.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A10@M1 Implementing the regeneration intervention
Aim



Type of activity

Manual activity

Overview

Children, with the help of voluntary parents, realize the regeneration
intervention

Materials

What is necessary for the realization of the specific intervention

Group size

2 classes (voluntary parents are also involved)

Time needed

The time necessary for the realization of the specific intervention

Preparation

What is necessary for the realization of the specific intervention

To realize the regeneration intervention of the school area

Step-by-step instructions
 Children realize the intervention with the help of teachers and voluntary parents
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A3@M1 CVS activity #6 Being in someone else’s moccasins
Aim





Source of the activity

Contributed by Hilal Akyüz (TASKs for democracy)

Type of activity

Discussion, role playing

To help children experience exclusion through role play
To promote discussion about positive and negative feelings
To develop empathy and multiple perspectives

Competences targeted  Valuing human dignity and human rights
by the activity
 Valuing cultural diversity
 Openness to cultural otherness
 Tolerance of ambiguity
 Empathy
 Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
Overview

Students discuss about some everyday situations and act them out to
discover a solution

Materials




Group size

3 groups of children

Time needed

80 minutes

Preparation

Photocopy and cut out the right number of role cards. Arrange the
classroom to have enough space for acting out roles (it is necessary using
2 classrooms if one is too small)

One copy of the quiz sheet and pencil per person
Slips of paper

Step-by-step instructions
 Tell your children briefly that in the next session they will act out and discuss everyday situations
 Divide children into 3 groups, following the roles of the situation in the task
 Before you give out the role cards, tell your children that they have to act out and solve the
situations on the role cards, and that everyone in their group should get a chance to act.
 Children are given about 30 minutes to discuss the situation, find a solution and allocate a role to
every member of the group.
 You can record the role-play or take pictures, which you can use for further activities or debriefing
and reflecting.
Debriefing and Evaluation
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Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
You can start reflecting by asking children to tell the whole class about their thoughts and feelings
about the situations. You may want to use some of the following questions.
► What was difficult to act out, which role was annoying, funny, etc.?
► What did the situation remind you of? Are there any similar situations in your
society/surroundings/ school?
Ask your children the following questions:
► Before we talked about diversity today, had you been aware of the following?
► During the activity, did you remember an event where you felt different/excluded?

Tips for the facilitator
 Allow children time to remember and reflect as it takes time to recall and talk about past
experiences, but do not force them to share possibly unpleasant experiences
 Do not limit yourself to the materials suggested here; you can explore the same topic using other
relevant situations, sketches, etc.
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SITUATION
Instructions and materials
All you need is a piece of paper for the child with role C, indicating that s/he is the police
woman/man.
1. Choose children for role A and send them out of the classroom.
2. Read out the situation to the classroom. Everyone can make up the language that will be
used to represent the community the role A students encounter in the town.
3. Choose a child to be the policewoman/man and give her/him the role card.
4. Invite the role A children back into the classroom.
5. The whole class tries to avoid contact with the migrant family represented by role A.
6. The climax role enters the class and s/he is allowed to make her/his final explanation in the
real classroom language.
7. See how they solve the situation.
Situation
There is suddenly a new family in your happy, clean and friendly town, speaking a language you
do not understand. The whole town rejects contact with the family that speaks a language that
they cannot understand.
Role A (3 to 4 children)
There is a war in your country and you have to flee with your family to another country. You walk
in the streets and parks and try to talk to people to explain your situation. You are hungry and tired.
But no one speaks your language. Try to explain to them that you are ready to work in order to get
food and a warm place to sleep.
Role B (whole class)
The whole class has to speak a nonsense language, and pretend not to understand English (or the
language usually spoken in the class). Try to avoid contact with the family. Finally, two of you go
to the police woman/man to complain about the family, stating that their presence is not wanted in
your town.
Role C (climax role)
You are a policewoman/man; citizens come to you and complain about a new family that is walking
around in the parks and streets of your town. You do not like them either. But you try to understand
them as you know a little bit of their language. You understand that they fled from war in their
country, and that the father was a famous scientist in that country. You explain this situation to the
whole group and observe their reaction. (Make the explanation in the real classroom language).
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A3@M1 CVS activity #7 Advertising children’s voices Let’s tell the world about our school!
Aim






Source of the activity

Derived from “COMPASITO”

Type of activity

Storytelling, drawing, writing

Competences targeted 
by the activity










To develop critical thinking skills about advertising and the media
To practise creativity and communications skills
To develop ideas on how to promote children’s human rights
To deepen understanding about human rights

Openness to cultural otherness
Self-efficacy
Civic mindedness
Autonomous learning skills
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Skills of listening and observing
Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
Knowledge and critical understanding of language and
communication
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world

Overview

Children develop a TV advertisement for children’s intervention of
regeneration intervention at school

Materials

Paper and art supplies

Group size

4-24

Time needed

120-180 minutes

Preparation

If possible, arrange video equipment to record the advertisements

Step-by-step instructions
 Divide children into groups of three or four. Explain that their group has been asked to advertise
their intervention of regeneration at school. They will make an advertisement for television that
lasts from one to three minutes that makes people aware of and/or understand that work.
 Ask children to describe some advertisements on TV that have caught their attention. Brainstorm
features of good advertisements (e.g. clever phrases, sound effects, music, humour, serious
message).
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Discuss the audience for their advertisement. Is it aimed at children, parents, teachers, the general
public or all of these? Discuss ways in which the advertisement can be made attractive to their
chosen audience.
Explain that each group should choose an aspect of the intervention they want to advertise and
the audience(s) they want to address. Ask someone from each group to report their right to you,
and what audience they have decided upon.
Once groups have chosen the work, they should develop an idea to advertise it. Encourage them
to consider many different ways to present the work (e.g. a story that they act out, a song they
sing, a cartoon for which they draw the storyboard). Remind them that this will be a video for TV
so it should be visually interesting and have action, not just ‘talking heads’. It should not be too
complex to be presented in less than three minutes.
Circulate among the groups to monitor their progress. Once a group has completed its
advertisement, ask them to give it a title and begin to practise.
When all the groups have planned their advertisements, bring the whole group together to share
their ideas and get feedback from others. Ask each group to explain their work, their audience,
and their ideas. If they are ready, they may try to perform it as well. After each description or
performance, encourage constructive suggestions and feedback, asking questions such as:
► Will this idea appeal to the chosen audience?
► Will it get the idea of the work across clearly?
► What do you like about these ideas?
► Can you offer any suggestions for improvement?
Give the groups time to improve and practise their advertisements.
Ask each group to present their advertisement and plans to each other.

Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 You can also debrief the activity, asking questions such as:
► Were any parts of this activity especially challenging? Especially fun?
► Did you learn something about how advertisements are made?
► Was it hard to think in images rather than just words?
► Was it hard to think about how to reach a particular audience?
► Are advertisements always positive? Why or why not?
► What did you learn from the other storyboards?
► Will this activity change the way you look at TV?
 Relate the activity to human rights, asking questions such as:
► Why did your group choose that particular aspect of the activity?
► Why did you choose that particular audience?
► What kind of reaction or action do you think your advertisement would produce?
► Is a TV advertisement a good way to send people a message about your regeneration activity?
Why or why not?
► Did your advertisement involve other issues besides the one you focused on?
► Who needs education about children’s human rights?
Tips for the teacher
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This is a complex activity that may challenge children to use new skills (e.g. writing dialogue or
songs, developing a story board). The teacher needs to monitor the children’s progress carefully,
helping them keep on track.
Some groups will move faster through the process than others. If a group has completed one task,
give them instructions individually for the next step. Give them plenty of time to practise and to
revise after feedback.
Use the activity to encourage critical thinking about advertising and its purposes.
Use the activity to practise giving and receiving constructive criticism.
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A11@M1 Organization of the public event
Aim



Type of activity

Manual activity

Overview

Children and teacher (with the help of voluntary parents) plan the
publice event

Materials

What is necessary for the specific activities chosen

Group size

2 classes (voluntary parents are also involved)

Time needed

The time necessary for the specific activities chosen

Preparation

What is necessary for the specific activities chosen

To plan the public event during which children present their
regeneration action at school

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask children to think about the organization of this event.
 Ask voluntary parents how they could help children.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A12@M1 Public event
Aim



Type of activity

Manual activity, discussion

Overview

The public event during which children present their regeneration action
at school

Materials

What is necessary for the specific activities chosen

Group size

2 classes (voluntary parents are also involved)

Time needed

The time necessary for the specific activities chosen

Preparation

What is necessary for the specific activities chosen

To celebrate children’s regeneration action at school

Step-by-step instructions
 The specific contents of this activity will be decided by children, teachers and parents. Here are
some suggestions:
 Children’s work realized during the CVS activities “Dream school”, “CVS reporter”,
“Advertising children’s voices” could be exhibited, as well as the work of children’s “official
reporters”.
 Children could stage the CVS activity “Zabderfilio” for classmates of other classes.
 Invite all children and parents of the school.
 Try to invite representatives of the local community (e.g. the mayor, school principal, town
council members, local associations) to view the exhibition, meet the children to hear their
concerns, listen to their proposals, and discuss possible changes. If possible, the Revised European
Charter on the Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life (CoE)6 could be signed
by pupils and town policy makers.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)

6

https://rm.coe.int/168071b4d6
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A13@M1 Final plenary meeting with parents
Aim

To discuss the whole process with children’s parents

Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Parents and teacher discuss about the activities realized

Materials

None

Group size

Parents of children of the two classes involved in the Curriculum

Time needed

45 minutes

Preparation

None

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask the parents about their experience of the curriculum and their opinion about their kids’
involvement
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A3@M1 CVS activity #8 Letters to the next generation
Aim




Source of the activity

Contributed by Ildikó Lázár (TASKs for democracy)

Type of activity

Discussion, writing, peer reading

Competences targeted 
by the activity




To make children evaluate the Curriculum they were involved in
To write down what they have learned and what they think they can use
in their life

Openness to cultural otherness
Tolerance of ambiguity
Empathy
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self

Overview

Children review their experiences and write a letter to the next
generation of students

Materials




Group size

Work in pairs

Time needed

45 minutes

Preparation

Think about the evaluation criteria you would like your participants to
keep in mind as they write their letters

A blank A4 sheet for each pair of participants
Pictures or cards cut into two for pairing

Step-by-step instructions
 Explain why it is important to review what has been done and discussed in the previous activities or
sessions. Tell children that their evaluation will take the form of a letter to the next set of participants.
 Children form pairs or you pair them up randomly with pictures or cards with expressions on them
cut into two. The two halves have to find each other in order to form a whole and complement each
other. If you have an odd number of children, it is better to have a group of three rather than to have
someone work alone.
 You may provide a few ideas on what to write about and how to organize the writing into a letter.
Project the relevant bullet points or write them on the board. For example:
► aims of the activity/session/course
► atmosphere
► content
► understanding of terminology
► activities and assignments
► timing and pacing
► achieved learning outcomes
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► Children’s evaluation of their own progress, effort and commitment
► Children’s plans for using the knowledge, skills and attitudes that have been developed
► Children’s plans for using concrete activities or materials
► problems, risks, dangers
► general advice for future children
Children discuss their ideas in pairs and write their letters together to the next set of children so that
they know what to expect.
When the time is up, the letters are passed around. If possible, everybody reads everybody else’s
letters.
Everybody should take notes to be able to quote one or two interesting points from some of the letters.

Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 A discussion follows with questions for clarification, and suggestions for action and/or
improvement based on the bullet points on the board and the quotes you and children want to read out
from some of the letters.
 Make your criteria for evaluating their comments very clear and explicit.
 Letters should be pinned to a board for future children to read and later they can actually be used as
an introductory activity with the next group of children.
Tips for the teacher
 Warn children that they can use their sense of humour but they should write letters that truly reflect
their evaluation of the session and of their own learning.
 In addition, perhaps it is useful to remind them that this should not turn into a round of compliments
but into the kind of letter we all expect to receive from a critical but supportive friend or colleague.
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A14@M1 Final plenary meeting with children
Aim




Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children discuss about the activities realized

Materials

None

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

60 minutes

Preparation

None

To reflect on the learning experience with children
To collect children’s suggestions about the Curriculum revision

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask the children for their opinion about the Curriculum.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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2. Module 2 – Our voices for our towns
2.1 Steps and activities of the CVS Curriculum in Module 2

A1@M2
A2@M2
A3@M2
A4@M2
A5@M2
A6@M2

A3@M2
A7@M2

A8@M2
A9@M2
A10@M2
A3@M2
A11@M2
A12@M2
A13@M2
A3@M2
A14@M2
A15@M2

Step 1 - Sharing of CVS Curriculum issues and planning of the work
Initial plenary meeting with KC children
Initial plenary meeting with KC parents
CVS activity
Children's assembly
Meeting with voluntary parents
First meeting with local authorities
Step 2
Step 2a - Exploration of town space-time dimensions
CVS activity
Exploration of town
Step 2b - Planning of the regeneration intervention
Planning for real
Second meeting with local authorities
Planning of the regeneration intervention
Step 3 - Implementation of the regeneration intervention
CVS activity
Implementing the regeneration intervention
Step 4 – Presentation of the regeneration intervention
Organization of the public event
Public event
Step 5 – Reflection on the learning experience
CVS activity
Final plenary meeting with KC parents
Final plenary meeting with KC children
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2.2 List of the “CVS activities” in Module 2 (A3@M2)
Code

Name

M2#1

Mirror,
speak to me

Goals in the
Curriculum
Energizing children for
the new cycle of
activities

M2#2

What a
wonderful
world

Reflecting on the
“ideal” town

M2#3

CVS reporter

Creating a report about
the exploration
activities of town
spaces and memories

M2#4

At home in
Europe

Focusing on Europe
knowledge (in
preparation for C3 in
Bergen)

M2#5

Advertising
children’s
voices

Focusing on
communication

M2#6

Letters to the
next
generation

Facilitating the
reflection on the whole
learning experience

Competences of the RFCDC focused

Step





1












































Valuing human dignity and human rights
Valuing cultural diversity
Openness to cultural otherness and to other beliefs,
world views and practices
Tolerance of ambiguity
Conflict resolution skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
Valuing human dignity and human rights
Valuing cultural diversity
Openness to cultural otherness and to other beliefs,
world views and practices
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
Respect
Civic mindedness
Responsibility
Self-efficacy
Autonomous learning skills
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
Co-operation skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
Knowledge and critical understanding of language
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
Openness to cultural otherness
Self-efficacy
Civic mindedness
Autonomous learning skills
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Skills of listening and observing
Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
Knowledge and critical understanding of language
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
Openness to cultural otherness
Self-efficacy
Civic mindedness
Autonomous learning skills
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Skills of listening and observing
Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
Knowledge and critical understanding of language
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
Openness to cultural otherness
Tolerance of ambiguity
Empathy
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
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A1@M2 Initial plenary meeting with children
Aim



Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Teacher illustrates Module 2 to children

Materials

A poem related to these issues

Group size

2 classes together

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation





To share the details of Module 2 with children. Children need to be
informed about the whole process

Communicate to children a few days before this meeting will take
place
Print a summary of the curriculum to be provided to children (like a
timeline derived by the Curriculum)
Select a poem about the topics of the Curriculum

Step-by-step instructions
 Read a poem with them on the topics of the curriculum (an example is reported below)
 Start with a brainstorming focusing on children’s perception about their town or the district where
the school is located
 Summarize their answers in a framework visible to all
 Describe Module 2 in details
 Ask for their opinion on the activity in which they will be involved in the next months
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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EXAMPLE OF POEM
A piece of grass
Mr architects
who make
precise and perfect projects
of houses and buildings,
of towers and terraces,
of basements,
of whole blocks,
of big construction sites,
of huge neighbourhoods ...
how good you are!
And you already know it.
Sometimes though,
I’m sorry to say
you also get distracted.
You forget, in fact,
that inside those buildings
in those huge
neighbourhoods
there must be,
living with adults,
dozens of children.

Is there room to play ... on the roof
in your project?
At least one piece of grass,
have you left it in your design?
Come on, be nice,
make courtyards too.
Think a little about
the playgrounds ...
Just make room
for us,
and we’ll build a swing
on our own,
we’ll also make a carousel ourselves.
Gianni Rodari
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A2@M2 Initial plenary meeting with parents
Aim




Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Teacher illustrates Module 2 to children’s parents

Materials

A poem related to these issues

Group size

Parents of children of the two classes involved in the Curriculum

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation




To share the details of Module with parents
To invite them to actively participate, especially with regard to Steps
3 and 4

Prepare and send a letter of invitation to the event to parents
Print a summary of Module 2 to be provided to parents

Step-by-step instructions
 Gather the parents of the 2 classes together
 Read a poem with them on the topics of the curriculum (an example is reported below)
 Ask for their opinion on the activity that in which their children will be involved
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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EXAMPLE OF POEM
A piece of grass
Mr architects
who make
precise and perfect projects
of houses and buildings,
of towers and terraces,
of basements,
of whole blocks,
of big construction sites,
of huge neighbourhoods ...
how good you are!
And you already know it.
Sometimes though,
I’m sorry to say
you also get distracted.
You forget, in fact,
that inside those buildings
in those huge
neighbourhoods
there must be,
living with adults,
dozens of children.

Is there room to play ... on the roof
in your project?
At least one piece of grass,
have you left it in your design?
Come on, be nice,
make courtyards too.
Think a little about
the playgrounds ...
Just make room
for us,
and we’ll build a swing
on our own,
we’ll also make a carousel ourselves.
Gianni Rodari
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A3@M2 CVS activity #1 Mirror, speak to me
Aim

To energize and help develop self-esteem and empathy as well as good
relations among children

Source of the activity

Contributed by Katica Pevec Semec (TASKs for democracy)

Type of activity

Writing and some movements

Competences targeted 
by the activity





Openness to cultural otherness
Respect
Empathy
Conflict-resolution skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self

Overview

Children write positive adjectives or statements about every classmate

Materials

Sheets of paper with the drawing of a mirror

Group size

whole class

Time needed

20 minutes

Preparation

Ideally, the room should be set up so the group can sit in a circle

Step-by-step instructions
 Have the whole group sit down in a circle. Distribute a sheet with a mirror drawn on it to each child. Ask
children to write their name on the frame or handle of the mirror.
 Each member of the group passes his/her mirror to the child sitting on his/her right in the circle, and
collects one from his/her neighbour on the left.
 Everyone writes one or two positive comments about the child whose mirror it is on the sheet they
have received (e.g. the achievements, positive work, and other pleasant and interesting things about
the individual, using words, phrases, sentences, etc.).
 Children pass the mirror they have just commented on to the classmate on their right.
 Continue for as many rounds as you have time for but at least until half the group has written comments
on each mirror.
 When all (or enough) people have commented, ask children to stop and retrieve their own mirrors.
 Allow them enough time to read the comments.




Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Then conduct a short debriefing session based on some of the following questions:
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►
►
►
►

How did you feel during the activity?
What were the easy and challenging parts of this activity? Why?
How did you feel when writing something positive about another classmate?
How did you feel when you read positive things about yourself?

Tips for the teacher
 Make the drawing of the mirror large enough for several children to write comments.
 Be ready to provide examples of the kind of positive comments children can make.
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A4@M2 Children's assembly
Aim




Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children elect their representative and their official reporters

Materials

None

Group size

1 class

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation

None

To elect two representatives (a boy and a girl) for each KC
To find some “official” reporters (whose role is to report all the
activities of the curriculum that will be presented during the public
event)

Step-by-step instructions
 Suggest to children the idea that they will have to choose some of them (a boy and a girl) who
will have to represent them during the public event, the meetings with the local authorities.
Children need to be encouraged to apply as representatives
 Conduct democratic elections
 Ask for some official reporters of the activities whose task is to take care of the photographic
documentation of the activities foreseen by the curriculum and which will be presented during the
public event
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A5@M2 Meeting with voluntary parents
Aim



Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Voluntary parents are informed about the activities in which they will
be actively involved

Materials

None

Group size

Parents of both classes

Time needed

30 minutes

Preparation

None

To involve parents who will more actively participate

Step-by-step instructions
 Start with a brainstorming focusing on their perception of the town or the district where the school
is located
 Summarize their answers in a framework visible to all
 Explain the curriculum, describing Module 2 in details
 Ask for their opinion on the activity in which they will be involved
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A6@M2 First meeting with local authorities
Aim




Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children and teacher meet the local authorities to illustrate the CVS
Curriculum

Materials

None

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

60 minutes

Preparation





To present the CVS Curriculum to local authorities
To share the basic ideas about the Curriculum with them

Invite local authorities (e.g., mayor, councillor for education,
councillor of social policies, councillor for public works)
Print a summary of the Curriculum – Module 2
Select a poem about the topics of the Curriculum

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask children if they want to read the poem, or read it.
 Explain the project and the curriculum, describing Module 2 in details.
 Ask for their opinion about the activity in which children will be involved.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A7@M2 Exploration of town
Aim







To explore the town (or the district where the school is located) from
a “geo-historical” point of view
To discover the past of the town/district (the town/district changes
over time), the memories related to the town/district as a space and
as a community
To discuss about the meaning of “belonging to a community”
To reflect on the sense of community

Type of activity

Research, discussion, walk around the town or the district

Overview

Children explore their town or the district the school is located

Materials

Images, maps, books, voice recorder

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

180 minutes

Preparation

Search for images and interviews regarding the town/district

Step-by-step instructions
 Go for a walk around the town or the district where the school is located
 Invite children to have a careful and critical look at the spaces (even those they use daily), to think
to the original function they should have had and the one currently performed, to think about the
strengths and weaknesses of these spaces (How is it? How should/could it be? What do I like of
this space? What don’t I like? Why?)
 At the end of the walk, ask the children to draw a map of the town or the district, indicating the
strengths and weaknesses of each of the spaces visited
 With the help of parents or other relatives, each child carries out a historical research of the
town/district and its change over time
 Children are placed in a single classroom forming a circle
 Explain the path you intend to take and the objectives of the work
 Start the discussion by asking a question
 Start the discussion in which each child is encouraged to tell his/her opinion about the chosen
topics.
 Each child briefly explains the work done at home regarding their town history.
 After the exhibition, summarize the emerging themes.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
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Tips for the teacher
 Stimulate children's attention through engaging questions
 Increase attention through images and videos
 Ask the children questions during the walk and focus on the parts they know least
 Stimulate the imagination on how spaces could be reorganized
 Children who have recently moved to the city (coming from other cities in the country or from
different countries) could be invited to ask to their new neighbours
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A3@M2 CVS activity #2 What a wonderful world How do you want to live?
Aim





Source of the activity

Derived from “COMPASITO”

Type of activity

Stating preferences, discussion

Competences targeted 
by the activity






To discuss the concrete and abstract factors of the environment
To evaluate their own and others’ environment
To discuss ways to protect and/or change their own environment and
that of others

Valuing cultural diversity
Openness to cultural otherness and to other beliefs, world views
and practices
Civic-mindedness
Responsibility
Analytical and critical thinking
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world

Overview

Children draw contrasting pictures of environments where they would
or would not want to live. They discuss what factors make the
differences and how to influence their own environment

Materials





Group size

1-20

Time needed

50 minutes

Preparation




Paper
Colouring materials, e.g. paints, markers, crayons, pencils
Drawing pins or sticky tape to hang drawings

Gather colouring materials.
Copy the handout for each child.

Step-by-step instructions
 Lay out colours of every kind. Ask the children to think about an environment they would like
to have – real or imaginary – and to draw it.
 Then ask the children to think about an environment they would not like to have, and to draw it.
 When the drawings are finished, hang them and invite the children to view the mini-exhibition
Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
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You can also debrief the activity, asking questions such as these:
► Was it easy to think of the two different environments?
► Which drawing and environment do you like the most? Why?
► Which drawing and environment do you like the least? Why?
► If there were people living in the environments you have drawn, how do they feel?
► Which picture matches your real environment?
Relate the activity to human rights, asking questions such as these:
► The environment is more than just the physical space. What other factors make up a positive
or negative environment? Think of factors such as opportunities, non-violence, nondiscrimination, freedom and human rights.
► How does our physical environment affect us? How does our rights environment affect us?
► How would you describe the rights environment where you live?
► What would you like to change about your physical environment? Your rights environment?
► What could you do to make your environment more like the one you drew?
► Do all the children in the world have an environment they like?
► Do we have a human right to a good environment?
► Do you think we should have a right to good environment?
► What can we do to promote a good environment for all the children in the world?

Tips for the teacher
 Help children understand that ‘environment’ is created by both concrete, physical factors as well
as abstract ones, such as the degree of rights and freedoms. Emphasize that we need both factors
for a good environment. Younger children may have difficulty grasping the abstract concept of
environment.
 Before doing the exercise, be clear on which aspects of environment you want to focus on.
Addressing the entire ‘environment’ without a clear focus will be too large and abstract.
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A3@M2 CVS activity #3 CVS Reporter With their cameras, the CVS reporters explore their
town!
Aim




To create a reportage about children’s exploration of the
town/district spaces and memories
To develop collaborative skills for active participation

Source of the activity

Derived from “COMPASITO”

Type of activity

Photo reportage or other forms of reporting

Competences targeted 
by the activity











Respect
Civic mindedness
Responsibility
Self-efficacy
Autonomous learning skills
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
Co-operation skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
Knowledge and critical understanding of language
communication
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world

and

Overview

Children report on their town/district (in its space-time dimensions) and
its community

Materials






Group size

1 class

Time needed

90-120 minutes
To assign before Christmas holidays and to discuss upon return from
vacation, at school

Preparation



One digital or Polaroid-type camera for each group
Note pads and pens to take notes and identify pictures
Copies of maps of the community
Optional: Printer for printing digital photographs

Make copies of maps of the town.

Step-by-step instructions
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Discuss with children what reporters do, both in print media and TV. Explain that they themselves
are going to become photo reporters and take pictures of the town and its community, and
interview parents, grandparents, other children about their experience with the town/district.
Divide the children into groups of three or four. Give each group a camera and a specific
assignment. For example:
 Group A might check on safety conditions.
 Group B might check on public parks.
 Group C might check on “children safe” areas.
 Group D could concentrate on interviews to grandparents, elders, or neighbours.
Give the groups time to discuss their topic and plan how they will look for evidence. Make sure
they know whom to contact to be able to enter certain areas (e.g. caretaker for park). They should
all know how to use the camera. Each group should also have at least one child who will take
notes and write up captions to identify the photographs, one to relate the photo to specific issues
of the town/district and another who will write up their suggestions for responses.
Ask each group to report on their plans to the whole group. Set a specific deadline for completing
their reporting assignments.
After groups have taken their photos, give them time to prepare a mini exhibition that will take
place during the final public event. Every exhibition should include:
 A title
 The names of the children in the group
 Captions for each picture, stating when and where it was taken and what it shows
 Comments on the town/district and its community.
 Recommendations for addressing the violations observed and commendations for good
examples.

Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 You can also debrief the activity by asking questions such as these:
► How did you like being a reporter?
► Was it difficult to find the examples you needed?
► Was it difficult to ‘catch’ the situation in a photograph?
► Was it difficult to write the captions?
► Was it difficult to make commendations? Recommendations?
► Did you learn anything about your community? About yourself? Did you see anything in a
new way?
► Can a camera be a useful tool to reveal situations? Can writing be useful?
► Can you think of other tools that could reveal these situations?
► What, if anything, does a picture add to something that is written?
 Relate the activity to town/district by asking questions such as:
► What did you learn about your town/district and its community?
► What were some positive examples in the town?
► What were some negative examples in the town?
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► Can we make concrete suggestions for improving human rights? To whom (e.g. school
administration, parents, mayor, local council, media, teacher)?
► The UNCRC guarantees children the right to express their views freely in all matters affecting
them. Do you use this right? If yes, how? How could you use it most effectively? What skills
do you need to do that?
Tips for the teacher
 Emphasize that this reporting is not just to find some problems in the town/district but also to
evaluate what is going well.
 Stress the importance of recognizing and commending those who are protecting and providing
good health, safety and environmental standards.
 You may need to give children basic instruction on operating a camera and tips on how to take
good photographs. Be sure that all children learn how to use the camera and have an opportunity
to use it.
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A8@M2 Planning for real
The Curriculum foresees three meetings to prepare and implement the Planning for real.
Meeting 1
Aim




To explain the procedure of the Planning for Real
To prepare the materials (map of the town or district)

Type of activity

Discussion, manual activity

Overview

Children realize the instruments

Materials

Cartographies, paper, markers, sticks, glue, balls of wool, polystyrene

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

These activities can be prepared and realized during previous months,
with the help of colleagues of the CTT

Preparation

Creation of the cartographic base and flags

Step-by-step instructions
 Explain the Planning for Real technique and all the procedures that have to be implemented.
 Request maps of the town (district) to the Municipality (this activity needs to be carried out at
least 30 days in advance).
 Print the maps of the town (district) of the same size as the polystyrene panels.
 Carry out site inspections and take numerous photographs of the places.
 Take some polystyrene panels and sprinkle them with glue on one side only.
 Cut the map of the town (district) of the same size as the polystyrene panel.
 Attach the map to the polystyrene panel.
 Make the cubes that will be used to represent the buildings and all the three-dimensional elements
(through panels of wood, paper or polystyrene).
 Draw details of buildings (windows, entrances), streets, etc. ...
 Cut out the round green sponge pieces and attach them to the toothpicks to make the trees.
 Combine the various polystyrene panels to create a single model.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
 Choose a limited number of symbols for the flags
 Adapt the didactic programs of subjects such as art education, technology, or geometry so as to
realize all the material for the construction of the model in time.
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Let the children participate actively in the making of the model
Tell the children what is meant by mapping and how it is done
Explain the representation scales
Performs various inspections of the town (district) covered by the project

PLANNING FOR REAL EXPLAINED BY IMAGES
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Meeting 2
Aim



Type of activity

Manual activity

Overview

Positioning of flags and woollen threads

Materials

Flags, bobbins, pins with coloured heads, plasticine, coloured sheets of
paper

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

2 hours

Preparation

The map base

To implement the activity of the Planning for Real

Step-by-step instructions
 All children have the possibility to insert on the cartographic bases punctual projects through
flags, and linear projects with the use of wool threads, localizing them perfectly
 Each flag, or wire, unambiguously represents a project, action or intervention, to be carried out
for the improvement of places
 This activity initiates a first conversation between the participants
 Ask questions such as these:
► What could I do?
► Which project do I want to implement?
► What elements do I need to carry out the project?
► How do I see my town in 5 years?
► How do I see the town after completing the project?
► What are the 3 places in my town that we can invest in?
► What are the 3 places in my town where improvements are not needed?
► What would I like to do for all those who come to my city?
► What services would I like to offer visitors?
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
 Stimulate conversation between children
 Do not use closed-ended questions
 Stimulate children to ask questions to adults who are present
 Focus on the most critical aspects of the town (district)
 Ask stimulating questions to start thinking about design ideas (children close their eyes and
imagine redesigning the space they were looking at)
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(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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Meeting 3
Aim




To reflect on the activity
Planning of the chosen project

Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children reflect on the positioned flags and select priority projects

Materials

Cartographic base

Group size

2 classes (voluntary parents are also involved)

Time needed

2 hours

Preparation

Cartographic base

Step-by-step instructions
 Elimination of identical or similar flags positioned in the same place
 Discussion on the projects to be implemented
 Selection of a project chosen as a priority
 Divide the children into groups of 6
 Each group thinks about a delimited space
 Within each group, a representative will be identified to explain to the other groups the project
idea to be implemented
 After an hour, the group representative explains to everyone present the project idea and the means
his/her group intends to use to carry out the project
 Ask children’s representatives to present the results of their Planning for Real, their proposals and
discuss possible changes.
 Design of the chosen project
 Ask questions such as these:
► Which project would I like to implement?
► What can be done with the resources available to us?
► Am I ready to become the protagonist of the project?
► How can I contribute to the success of the project?
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
 Encourage discussion among children
 Facilitate conversation and resolve conflicts.
 Give everyone the opportunity to express his or her opinion.
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A9@M2 Second meeting with local authorities
Aim



Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children and teacher meet again the local authorities to illustrate their
proposal for urban regeneration in the selected area of the town

Materials

The project chosen by children at the end of the Planning for real
sessions

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

60 minutes

Preparation

None

To discuss children’s proposal after the Planning for Real

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask children’s representatives of the two KC to present their proposal for the regeneration
intervention in their town/district and discuss possible changes with the local authorities.
 Discuss with local authorities what can be done and how.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A10@M2 Planning of the regeneration intervention
Aim



Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children and teacher plan the regeneration intervention

Materials

None

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

45 minutes

Preparation

Copies of the project chosen in the previous activity

To plan the regeneration intervention in the selected area

Step-by-step instructions
 It could be helpful thinking with children and their parents about the opportunity/possibility to
realize a crowdfunding to finance the intervention.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A11@M2 Implementing the regeneration intervention
Aim



Type of activity

Manual activity

Overview

Children (with the help of voluntary parents) realize the regeneration
intervention

Materials

What is necessary for the realization of the specific intervention

Group size

2 classes (voluntary parents are also involved)

Time needed

The time necessary for the realization of the specific intervention

Preparation

What is necessary for the realization of the specific intervention

To realize the regeneration intervention

Step-by-step instructions
 Children realize the intervention with the help of teachers and voluntary parents
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A3@M2 CVS activity #4 At home in Europe
Background information for teachers: what traces of Europe are present in students’ daily life?
Students at primary level have a different perception of time and spatial relationships compared to
adults. Therefore, when tackling Europe as a topic at primary school level, it is essential to find ageadequate touching points where a didactical concept of European learning can be developed.
Concepts of space and relations are different to those of students at secondary level. The students’
prior knowledge, their current attitudes towards Europe and their interests, as well as different ways
for them to gather information, should be reflected on by the teacher beforehand. How can primary
school students learn about Europe? Not forgetting one of the key EDC/HRE questions relating to
Europe: what is European identity? EDC/HRE is not a national concept. It is a concept that deals with
the question of how people live together in different settings: in terms of family, neighbourhood,
class, school, region, country, and continent (Europe).
When looking at the reality of students’ lives, it becomes evident that nowadays, primary school
students grow up with a European, and thus, an international dimension to their daily life.
Students experience this in terms of internationality, multiculturalism and multilingualism in various
contexts:
 through living together with children from different nations and cultures (in kindergarten, at
school, in the area in which they live);
 through international products;
 through European and international references in media used by the students (books, magazines,
television, CDs, the Internet, etc.);
 through travelling.
Most of these contexts are taken for granted by students from an early age and are perceived
unconsciously. For example, students are not conscious of the origins of foods such as spaghetti,
pizza and croissants, as they have not actively experienced the slow process of integration of
consumer goods within Europe. At the same time, stereotypes and simplified viewpoints of various
parts of our continent are constantly appearing in the media. For students, these stereotypes can
become prior “knowledge” about Europe that has somehow been “endorsed”. In reality, these are
attitudes or subjective beliefs rather than knowledge.
Thus, primary school students cannot be viewed as a tabula rasa when talking about Europe. What
teaching about Europe can add is the dimension of sorting, systematising, expanding and objectifying
any prior knowledge. Teaching and learning should therefore aim at reflecting present stereotypes,
prejudices and opinions, as well as at focusing on raising awareness of a multicultural, multilingual
and in itself diverse but equal European society.
In comparison to the secondary level, teaching and learning about Europe in primary school has to be
experienced and lived actively. Teaching needs to encompass a very open-minded approach, which
leans towards two disciplinary dimensions – the objective–neutral and the ideal – and which uses
very concrete examples from students’ daily lives. For this age group, real communication and
friendship are the central didactical dimensions for teaching and learning. Where the group includes
students with a migration background, this could be used as one of the starting points for teaching
and learning about Europe and its people.
This activity is articulated in 2 lessons.
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A3@M2 CVS activity #4 At home in Europe Lesson 1 What I know about Europe
Aim




Source of the activity

Derived from “Growing up in democracy”

Type of activity

Individual work, plenary discussion

Competences targeted 
by the activity





To re-activate their knowledge about Europe
To discover their view of the continent

Civic mindedness
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Skills of listening and observing
Knowledge and critical understanding of self
Knowledge and critical understanding of world

Overview

Children work with a blank map of a country of Europe. They will
answer questions about this specific country. They will colour and draw
the main geographical and social features of the country. Then, they will
position each country on a bigger map of Europe

Materials

Printed copies of the map of Europe, blank map of European countries,
country portraits, pens, glue, scissors, atlas, books, Internet (if possible).

Group size

1 class

Time needed

180 minutes

Preparation

A printed copy of a blank map of a country of Europe

Step-by-step instructions
 The students are given a printed copy of a blank map of a country of Europe (ideally enlarged to
A4 size). Their task is to re-activate what they know about countries of Europe.
 They start to work on different questions listed underneath the map of the country they have been
given (e.g. What’s the Capital of France? What’s the longest river in Italy?). They have to check
the answer they think is correct among alternatives.
 The teacher then presents the information pack about each country in the students’ handout
section (capitals, flags, rivers, mountains and landforms).
 The students will work with this material but can also collect information using other resources,
as far as these are available in the classroom (Internet, atlas, books, etc.). Students will colour and
draw on the blank map of the country assigned to them according to the information collected
 Once students have finished, they will position their country on a larger blank map of Europe
the teacher will provide whole class with. The finished maps of Europe are displayed on the
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wall. As homework, the students choose one European country to do research on at home
(different than the one assigned in class). They fill in the “Country portrait” up to lesson 2.
“Country Portait”
Capital
Language*
Main Historical Events
Rich or Poor Country
Rivers/Lakes/Mountains
* (students should learn how to say a few words - e.g. Good Morning – in the language of the
country they are focusing on)
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A3@M2 CVS activity #4 At home in Europe Lesson 2 I am at home in Europe
Aim








To develop a feeling of distance
To respect each other
To become aware of all the different characteristics of Europe as a
continent
To grasp the concept of spatial relationships by seeing where they
come from
To understand that Europe has a variety of characteristics
To reflect upon the fact that Europeans have some things in common
but are also very different from each other

Source of the activity

Derived from “Growing up in democracy”

Type of activity

Pair and group work.

Competences targeted 
by the activity







Civic mindedness
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Tolerance of ambiguity
Skills of listening and observing
Respect
Knowledge and critical understanding of self
Knowledge and critical understanding of world

Overview

The students build a map of Europe in the playground of their school.
They work on countries they did research on.
They start off with positioning a blank map of countries they did
research on at home in the playground in order to build the map of
Europe. After this, the students continue with indicating capital of the
country, colouring the flag, and drawing characteristics of landforms.
They lay out rivers, mountains and other important things on the
physical map. At the end, the teacher engages them in a discussion about
similarities and differences in a) a geographical context, and b) a social
context.

Materials

Printed blank copies of European countries, map of Europe as templates,
country portraits, coloured paper, atlas, blackboard or flipchart

Group size

Whole group

Time needed

60 minutes

Preparation

A blank map of each European countries
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Step-by-step instructions
 The students bring to the lesson the country portraits and all the information they have collected
about the countries they did research on at home.
 The whole class gathers in the school playground.
 The teacher sets the framework of the map by defining the area in which the students can work.
 The teacher instructs the students to build a physical map of Europe. Teacher provide students
with a large blank map of European countries (A3) they focused on at home.
 Then, individually, they can indicate the capital cities and the flags on the layout (each student
works on the country he/she did research on at home).
 After having laid out the capital cities and flags, the students continue to work on the rivers and
landforms. Not all students will be busy as not all countries will have major rivers and landforms.
 The teacher might possibly wish to ask these students to help other classmates or to assign
students who have already finished with their country to other classmates.
 The students can use different materials, such as textiles, paper, etc., to lay out the rivers and
landforms.
 The students can also add other things to the physical map, but this should be voluntary.
 The students should decide whether or not to do this; it also depends on the information they
collected during their country research (on food, famous people, etc.).
 Students should position the large map of the country they worked on, on the playground. As in
a puzzle, they should follow the image of Europe they built in Lesson 1 to create their own
European map.
 The students have to make sure that the right countries are next to each other.
 Having done this, every student should stand in his/her country and begin a dialogue with the
student in the neighbouring country.
 They should exchange information about each other’s countries. Invisible barriers might arise,
such as having to speak a foreign language.
 As a result of the country portrait that every student has filled in, it should be possible for each
student to exchange a few words with one another in “their” country’s language.
 The rest of the dialogue can take place in their mother tongue.
 The students should try to have as many dialogues as possible with their classmates in
neighbouring countries.
 When the physical map is finished, photos are taken. Ideally, the map should be photographed
twice – once with the students standing in “their” countries and once without the students, so that
all the landforms, rivers, etc., can be clearly seen
 The students sit in a circle around the map.
 It is the students’ task to look at the map and think about the similarities and differences on the
map. They should try to answer questions such as:
• Which parts of Europe have high mountains?
• Where are the longest rivers?
• Which countries have similar landforms?
• In which countries do people speak the same language?
• Which countries share a sea?
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As a second step, the teacher introduces another set of questions to start a new discussion. Apart
from natural and geographical similarities and differences, there are other differences in Europe,
such as social differences or phenomena like prejudice.
The teacher motivates the students to voice their thoughts about the social differences in Europe
by raising questions such as:
• Are there rich and poor countries in Europe? Which are rich? Which are poor?
• Is life more difficult in some European countries than in others? Why?
• Why do many people leave their country to live somewhere else? What are the reasons for
this?
• Teachers take note on flip boards and guide the discussion by also stimulating possible
solutions to some social problems

Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
The term “physical map” is used in two different senses. Firstly, a physical map in the context of
cartography describes a map, which shows identifiable landmarks such as mountains, rivers, lakes,
oceans and other permanent geographic features. Secondly, the term physical map is also used in the
context of genetics, where it describes how much DNA separates two genes and is measured in base
pairs, as opposed to a genetic map.
In the context of this series of lessons about Europe, we use the term “physical map” in the
cartographic sense but also in a very active sense – with the students “acting out” the maps
themselves.
Only by doing so can the difficult spatial relationships, the concept of borders, the length of rivers
and the height of mountains be grasped by students at primary level. This also helps students to
understand the social aspects of living together on the European continent. By actually building and
then “standing in” the countries, the students can physically perceive their neighbours and can
understand boundaries and barriers such as foreign languages, culture and other country related
differences more easily. The concept of building a physical map ties in to aspects of learning by doing
and concrete experiences.
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A3@M2 CVS activity #5 Advertising children’s voices Let’s tell the world about our town!
Aim






Source of the activity

Derived from “COMPASITO”

Type of activity

Storytelling, drawing, writing

Competences targeted 
by the activity










To develop critical thinking skills about advertising and the media
To practise creativity and communications skills
To develop ideas on how to promote children’s human rights
To deepen understanding about human rights

Openness to cultural otherness
Self-efficacy
Civic mindedness
Autonomous learning skills
Analytical and critical thinking skills
Skills of listening and observing
Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
Knowledge and critical understanding of language and
communication
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world

Overview

Children develop a TV advertisement for children’s intervention of
regeneration intervention in the town/district

Materials

Paper and art supplies

Group size

1 class

Time needed

120-180 minutes

Preparation

If possible, arrange video equipment to record the advertisements

Step-by-step instructions
 Divide children into groups of three or four. Explain that their group has been asked to advertise
their intervention of regeneration in the town/district. They will make an advertisement for
television that lasts from one to three minutes that makes people aware of and/or understand that
work.
 Ask children to describe some advertisements on TV that have caught their attention. Brainstorm
features of good advertisements (e.g. clever phrases, sound effects, music, humour, serious
message).
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Discuss the audience for their advertisement. Is it aimed at children, parents, teachers, the general
public or all of these? Discuss ways in which the advertisement can be made attractive to their
chosen audience.
Explain that each group should choose an aspect of the intervention they want to advertise and
the audience(s) they want to address. Ask someone from each group to report their right to you,
and what audience they have decided upon.
Once groups have chosen the work, they should develop an idea to advertise it. Encourage them
to consider many different ways to present the work (e.g. a story that they act out, a song they
sing, a cartoon for which they draw the storyboard). Remind them that this will be a video for TV
so it should be visually interesting and have action, not just ‘talking heads’. It should not be too
complex to be presented in less than three minutes.
Circulate among the groups to monitor their progress. Once a group has completed its
advertisement, ask them to give it a title and begin to practise.
When all the groups have planned their advertisements, bring the whole group together to share
their ideas and get feedback from others. Ask each group to explain their work, their audience,
and their ideas. If they are ready, they may try to perform it as well. After each description or
performance, encourage constructive suggestions and feedback, asking questions such as:
► Will this idea appeal to the chosen audience?
► Will it get the idea of the work across clearly?
► What do you like about these ideas?
► Can you offer any suggestions for improvement?
Give the groups time to improve and practise their advertisements.
Ask each group to present their advertisement and plans to each other.

Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 You can also debrief the activity, asking questions such as:
► Were any parts of this activity especially challenging? Especially fun?
► Did you learn something about how advertisements are made?
► Was it hard to think in images rather than just words?
► Was it hard to think about how to reach a particular audience?
► Are advertisements always positive? Why or why not?
► What did you learn from the other storyboards?
► Will this activity change the way you look at TV?
 Relate the activity to town, asking questions such as:
► Why did your group choose that particular aspect of the activity?
► Why did you choose that particular audience?
► What kind of reaction or action do you think your advertisement would produce?
► Is a TV advertisement a good way to send people a message about your regeneration
intervention? Why or why not?
► Did your advertisement involve other issues besides the one you focused on?
► Who needs education about children’s human rights?
Tips for the teacher
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This is a complex activity that may challenge children to use new skills (e.g. writing dialogue or
songs, developing a story board). The teacher needs to monitor the children’s progress carefully,
helping them keep on track.
Some groups will move faster through the process than other. If a group has completed one task,
give them instructions individually for the next step. Give them plenty of time to practise and to
revise after feedback.
Use the activity to encourage critical thinking about advertising and its purposes.
Use the activity to practise giving and receiving constructive criticism.
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A12@M2 Organization of the public event
Aim



Type of activity

Manual activity

Overview

Children and teacher plan the public event during which children present
their regeneration action

Materials

What is necessary for the specific activities chosen

Group size

2 classes (voluntary parents are also involved)

Time needed

The time necessary for the specific activities chosen

Preparation

What is necessary for the specific activities chosen

To plan the public event during which children present their
regeneration action

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask children to think about the organization of this event.
 Ask voluntary parents how they could help children.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A13@M2 Public event
Aim



Type of activity

Manual activity, discussion

Overview

Children (with the help of voluntary parents) realize the publice
event

Materials

What is necessary for the specific activities chosen

Group size

2 classes (voluntary parents are also involved)

Time needed

The time necessary for the specific activities chosen

Preparation

What is necessary for the specific activities chosen

To celebrate children’s regeneration action

Step-by-step instructions
 The specific contents of this activity will be decided by children, teachers and parents. Here are
some suggestions: Children’s work realized during the CVS activities “What a wonderful world”,
“CVS reporter”, “Advertising children’s voices” could be exhibited, as well as the work of
children’s “official reporters”.
 Invite all children and parents of the school.
 Try to invite representatives of the local community (e.g. the mayor, school principal, town
council members, local associations) to view the exhibition, meet the children to hear their
concerns, listen to their proposals, and discuss possible changes. If possible, the Revised European
Charter on the Participation of Young People in Local and Regional Life (CoE)7 could be signed
by pupils and town policy makers.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)

7

https://rm.coe.int/168071b4d6
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A14@M2 Final plenary meeting with parents
Aim

To discuss the whole process with children’s parents

Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Parents and teacher discuss about all the activities of CVS Curriculum

Materials

None

Group size

Parents of children of the two classes involved in the Curriculum

Time needed

45 minutes

Preparation

None

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask the parents about their experience of the curriculum and their opinion about their kids’
involvement
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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A3@M2 CVS activity #6 Letters to the next generation
Aim




Source of the activity

Contributed by Ildikó Lázár (TASKs for democracy)

Type of activity

Discussion, writing, peer reading

Competences targeted 
by the activity




To make children evaluate the Curriculum they were involved in
To write down what they have learned and what they think they can use
in their life

Openness to cultural otherness
Tolerance of ambiguity
Empathy
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self

Overview

Children review their experiences and write a letter to the next
generation of students

Materials




Group size

Work in pair

Time needed

45 minutes

Preparation

Think about the evaluation criteria you would like your participants to
keep in mind as they write their letters

A blank A4 sheet for each pair of participants
Pictures or cards cut into two for pairing

Step-by-step instructions
 Explain why it is important to review what has been done and discussed in the previous activities or
sessions. Tell children that their evaluation will take the form of a letter to the next set of participants.
 Children form pairs or you pair them up randomly with pictures or cards with expressions on them
cut into two. The two halves have to find each other in order to form a whole and complement each
other. If you have an odd number of children, it is better to have a group of three rather than to have
someone work alone.
 You may provide a few ideas on what to write about and how to organize the writing into a letter.
Project the relevant bullet points or write them on the board. For example:
► aims of the activity/session/course
► atmosphere
► content
► understanding of terminology
► activities and assignments
► timing and pacing
► achieved learning outcomes
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► Children’s evaluation of their own progress, effort and commitment
► Children’s plans for using the knowledge, skills and attitudes that have been developed
► Children’s plans for using concrete activities or materials
► problems, risks, dangers
► general advice for future children
Children discuss their ideas in pairs and write their letters together to the next set of children so that
they know what to expect.
When the time is up, the letters are passed around. If possible, everybody reads everybody else’s
letters.
Everybody should take notes to be able to quote one or two interesting points from some of the letters.

Debriefing and Evaluation
 Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in
which they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
 A discussion follows with questions for clarification, and suggestions for action and/or
improvement based on the bullet points on the board and the quotes you and children want to read out
from some of the letters.
 Make your criteria for evaluating their comments very clear and explicit.
 Letters should be pinned to a board for future children to read and later they can actually be used as
an introductory activity with the next group of children.
Tips for the teacher
 Warn children that they can use their sense of humour but they should write letters that truly reflect
their evaluation of the session and of their own learning.
 In addition, perhaps it is useful to remind them that this should not turn into a round of compliments
but into the kind of letter we all expect to receive from a critical but supportive friend or colleague.
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A15@M2 Final plenary meeting with children
Aim




Type of activity

Discussion

Overview

Children and teacher discuss about all the activities of CVS Curriculum

Materials

None

Group size

2 classes

Time needed

60 minutes

Preparation

None

To reflect on the learning experience with children
To collect children’s suggestions about the Curriculum revision

Step-by-step instructions
 Ask the children for their opinion about the Curriculum.
Debriefing and Evaluation
Debrief the activity by asking children to fill the 1-item questionnaire of learning evaluation in which
they declare their degree of satisfaction with this activity.
Tips for the teacher
(Collecting suggestions from CT)
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CHAPTER 4. THE CVS CURRICULUM FOR CHILDREN: EVALUATION
AND ASSESSMENT

1. Preface
The CVS Curriculum includes a system for evaluating the teaching and learning and for
assessing the children’s democratic and intercultural (DI) competences8. (In the RFCDC, the term
evaluation refers to the observation and measurement of the effectiveness of specific teaching and
learning activities and the whole programme of study, while the term assessment refers to the
measurement or systematic description of a child’s degree of proficiency in DI competences.)
All the evaluation and assessment procedures are integrated in the CVS App
(https://www.cvs-project.eu/cvs-app/cvs-app-home/). See Figures 1 and 2 for general overviews of
evaluation and assessment, respectively.

Figure 1. General overview of evaluation systems as integrated in CVS App.

8

See the Guidance for implementation of the RFCDC (Barrett et al., 2018c).
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Figure 2. General overview of assessment systems as integrated in CVS App.

2. Evaluation of teaching and learning processes
2.1 Teachers’ evaluation of the activities
At the end of each activity specified in the curriculum, the Core Teacher fills a 10-item
questionnaire, derived from Barrett et al. (2018c, pp. 34-35). The teacher can answer items using a 3level response format (1 = yes, 2 = partly, 3 = no); a “not applicable” response is also available. See
Figure 3 for the questionnaire as integrated in CVS App.
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Figure 3. The questionnaire for teachers’ evaluation as integrated in CVS App.
2.2 Learners’ evaluation of the activities
At the end of each activity foreseen in the curriculum, each child completes a 1-item
questionnaire in which he or she declares his or her degree of satisfaction with this specific activity.
Children can answer using a 5-level response format with emoticons (from 1 = not at all satisfied, to
5 = extremely satisfied). See Figure 4 for the questionnaire as integrated in CVS App.

Figure 4. The questionnaire for learners’ evaluation as integrated in CVS App.
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3. Assessment of children’s democratic and intercultural competences
Before the beginning of curriculum implementation (pre-test) and after the end of its
implementation (post-test), both teachers and children fill in a questionnaire which assesses the
children’s DI competences.
3.1 Teacher assessment of children’s democratic and intercultural competences
The questionnaire consists of 135 items derived from the RFCDC descriptors (Barrett et al.,
2018b). The teacher can answer items using a 3-level response format (1 = yes, 2 = partly, 3 = no); a
“not applicable” response is also available. See Figure 5 for the questionnaire as integrated in CVS
App. A total score can be obtained for each competence included in the RFCDC conceptual model,
for pre-test and post-test.
The teacher questionnaire is reported in Appendix A.

Figure 5. The teacher questionnaire for assessing children’s democratic and
intercultural competences as integrated in CVS App.
3.2 Self-report assessment of children’s democratic and intercultural competences
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The questionnaire consists of 93 items derived from the RFCDC descriptors (Barrett et al.,
2018b). Children can answer items using a 5-level response format (from 1 = not at all, to 5 = very
much), with visual symbols (see Figure 6).

Not at all

A little bit

In the
middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Figure 6. The response format of the self-report questionnaire.
See Figure 7 for the questionnaire as integrated in CVS App. A total score can be obtained for
each competence included in the RFCDC conceptual model, for pre-test and post-test.
The children questionnaire is reported in Appendix B.

Figure 7. The self-report questionnaire for assessing children’s democratic and
intercultural competences as integrated in CVS App.
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APPENDIX A Teacher questionnaire for the assessment of children’s democratic
and intercultural competences

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10

Valuing human dignity and human rights
Argues that human rights should always be protected and respected
Argues that specific rights of children should be respected and protected by society
Defends the view that no one shall be subjected to torture or to inhuman or degrading treatment or
punishment
Argues that all public institutions should respect, protect and implement human rights
Defends the view that when people are imprisoned, although they are subject to restrictions, this
does not mean that they are less deserving of respect and dignity than anyone else
Expresses the view that all laws should be consistent with international human rights norms and
standards
Valuing cultural diversity
Promotes the view that we should be tolerant of the different beliefs that are held by others in
society
Promotes the view that one should always strive for mutual understanding and meaningful
dialogue between people and groups who are perceived to be “different” from one another
Expresses the view that cultural diversity should be positively valued as an asset for society
Argues that intercultural dialogue should be used to help us recognise our different identities and
cultural affiliations
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11

12
13
14
15
16
17

18
19
20

21
22
23
24
25
26

27
28
29
30
31
32

Argues that intercultural dialogue should be used to develop respect and a culture of “living
together”
Valuing democracy, justice, fairness, equality and the rule of law
Argues that schools should teach students about democracy and how to act as a democratic citizen
Expresses the view that all citizens should be treated equally and impartially under the law
Argues that laws should always be fairly applied and enforced
Argues that democratic elections should always be conducted freely and fairly, according to
international standards and national legislation, and without any fraud
Expresses the view that, whenever a public official exercises power, he or she should not misuse
that power and cross the boundaries of their legal authority
Expresses support for the view that courts of law should be accessible to everyone so that people
are not denied the opportunity to take a case to court because it is too expensive, troublesome or
complicated to do so
Expresses support for the view that those to whom legislative power is entrusted should be subject
to the law and to appropriate constitutional oversight
Expresses the view that information on public policies and their implementation should be made
available to the public
Argues that there should be effective remedies against the actions of public authorities which
infringe civil rights
Openness to cultural otherness
Shows interest in learning about people’s beliefs, values, traditions and worldviews
Expresses interest in travelling to other countries
Expresses curiosity about other beliefs and interpretations and other cultural orientations and
affiliations
Expresses an appreciation of the opportunity to have experiences of other cultures
Seeks and welcomes opportunities for encountering people with different values, customs and
behaviours
Seeks contact with other people in order to learn about their culture
Respect
Gives space to others to express themselves
Expresses respect for other people as equal human beings
Treats all people with respect regardless of their cultural background
Expresses respect towards people who are of a different socio-economic status from
himself/herself
Expresses respect for religious differences
Expresses respect for people who hold different political opinions from himself/herself

38

Civic-mindedness
Expresses a willingness to co-operate and work with others
Collaborates with other people for common interest causes
Expresses commitment to not being a bystander when the dignity and rights of others are violated
Discusses what can be done to help make the community a better place
Exercises the obligations and responsibilities of active citizenship at either the local, national or
global level
Takes action to stay informed about civic issues

39
40
41
42

Responsibility
Shows that he/she accepts responsibility for his/her actions
If he/she hurts someone’s feelings, he/she apologises
Submits required work on time
Shows that he/she takes responsibility for own mistakes

33
34
35
36
37
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43

Consistently meets commitments to others

44
45
46
47
48
49

Self-efficacy
Expresses a belief in his/her own ability to understand issues
Expresses the belief that he/she can carry out activities that he/she has planned
Expresses a belief in his/her own ability to navigate obstacles when pursuing a goal
If he/she wants to change, he/she expresses confidence that he/she can do it
Shows that he/she feels secure in his/her abilities to meet life’s challenges
Shows confidence that he/she knows how to handle unforeseen situations due to his/her
resourcefulness

50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57

Advanced

Tolerance of ambiguity
Engages well with other people who have a variety of different points of view
Shows that he/she can suspend judgements about other people temporarily
Is comfortable in unfamiliar situations
Deals with uncertainty in a positive and constructive manner
Works well in unpredictable circumstances
Expresses a desire to have his/her own ideas and values challenged
Enjoys the challenge of tackling ambiguous problems
Expresses enjoyment of tackling situations that are complicated

58
59
60
61
62
63

Autonomous learning skills
Shows ability to identify resources for learning (e.g., people, books, internet, etc.)
Seeks clarification of new information from other people when needed
Can learn about new topics with minimal supervision
Can assesses the quality of his/her own work
Can selects the most reliable sources of information or advice from the range available
Shows ability to monitor, define, prioritise and complete tasks without direct oversight

64
65
66
67
68
69

Analytical and critical thinking skills
Can identify similarities and differences between new information and what is already known
Uses evidence to support his/her opinions
Can assess the risks associated with different options
Shows that he/she thinks about whether the information he/she uses is correct
Can identify any discrepancies or inconsistencies or divergences in materials being analysed
Can use explicit and specifiable criteria, principles or values to make judgments

70
71
72
73
74
75

76
77
78
79
80
81

Skills of listening and observing
Listens carefully to differing opinions
Listens attentively to other people
Watches speakers’ gestures and general body language to help himself/herself to figure out the
meaning of what they are saying
Can listen effectively in order to decipher another person’s meanings and intentions
Pays attention to what other people imply but do not say
Notices how people with other cultural affiliations react in different ways to the same situation
Empathy
Can recognise when a companion needs his/her help
Expresses sympathy for the bad things that he/she has seen happen to other people
Tries to understand his/her friends better by imagining how things look from their perspective
Takes other people’s feelings into account when making decisions
Expresses the view that, when he/she thinks about people in other countries, he/she shares their
joys and sorrows
Accurately identifies the feelings of others, even when they do not want to show them
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87

Flexibility and adaptability
Modifies his/her opinions if he/she is shown through rational argument that this is required
Can change the decisions that he/she has made if the consequences of those decisions show that
this is required
Adapts to new situations by using a new skill
Adapts to new situations by applying knowledge in a different way
Adopts the sociocultural conventions of other cultural target groups when interacting with
members of those groups
Can modify his/her own behaviour to make it appropriate to other cultures

88
89
90
91
92
93

Linguistic, communicative and plurilingual skills
Can express his/her thoughts on a problem
Asks speakers to repeat what they have said if it wasn’t clear to him/her
Asks questions that show his/her understanding of other people’s positions
Can adopt different ways of expressing politeness in another language
Can mediate linguistically in intercultural exchanges by translating, interpreting or explaining
Can avoid successfully intercultural misunderstandings

82
83
84
85
86

94
95
96
97
98
99

100
101
102
103
104
105

106
107
108
109
110
111

112
113
114
115

Co-operation skills
Builds positive relationships with other people in a group
When working as a member of a group, does his/her share of the group’s work
Works to build consensus to achieve group goals
When working as a member of a group, keeps others informed about any relevant or useful
information
Generates enthusiasm among group members for accomplishing shared goals
When working with others, supports other people despite differences in points of view
Conflict-resolution skills
Can communicate with conflicting parties in a respectful manner
Can identify options for resolving conflicts
Can assist others to resolve conflicts by enhancing their understanding of the available options
Can encourage the parties involved in conflicts to actively listen to each other and share their
issues and concerns
Regularly initiates communication to help solve interpersonal conflicts
Can deal effectively with other people’s emotional stress, anxiety and insecurity in situations
involving conflict
Knowledge and critical understanding of the self
Can describe his/her own motivations
Can describe the ways in which his/her thoughts and emotions influence his/her behaviour
Can reflect critically on his/her own values and beliefs
Can reflect critically on himself/herself from a number of different perspectives
Can reflect critically on his/her own prejudices and stereotypes and what lies behind them
Can reflect critically on his/her own emotions and feelings in a wide range of situations
Knowledge and critical understanding of language and communication
Can explain how tone of voice, eye contact and body language can aid communication
Can describe the social impact and effects on others of different communication styles
Can explain how social relationships are sometimes encoded in the linguistic forms that are used
in conversations (e.g. in greetings, forms of address, use of expletives)
Can explain why people of other cultural affiliations may follow different verbal and non-verbal
communicative conventions which are meaningful from their perspective
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117
118
119
120
121
122
123
124
125
126
127
128
129
130
131
132
133
134
135

Can reflect critically on the different communicative conventions that are employed in at least
one other social group or culture
Knowledge and critical understanding of the world
Can explain the meaning of basic political concepts, including democracy, freedom, citizenship,
rights and responsibilities
Can explain why everybody has a responsibility to respect the human rights of others
Can describe basic cultural practices (e.g. eating habits, greeting practices, ways of addressing
people, politeness) in one other culture
Can reflect critically on how his/her own world view is just one of many world views
Can assess society’s impact on the natural world, for example, in terms of population growth,
population development, resource consumption
Can reflect critically on the risks associated with environmental damage
Can explain the universal, inalienable and indivisible nature of human rights
Can reflect critically on the relationship between human rights,
democracy, peace and security in a globalised world
Can reflect critically on the root causes of human rights violations, including the role of
stereotypes and prejudice in processes that lead to human rights abuses
Can explain the dangers of generalising from individual behaviours to an entire culture
Can reflect critically on religious symbols, religious rituals and the religious uses of language
Can describe the effects that propaganda has in the contemporary world
Can explain how people can guard and protect themselves against propaganda
Can describe the diverse ways in which citizens can influence policy
Can reflect critically on the evolving nature of the human rights framework and the ongoing
development of human rights in different regions of the world
Can explain why there are no cultural groups that have fixed inherent characteristics
Can explain why all religious groups are constantly evolving and changing
Can reflect critically on how histories are often presented and taught from an ethnocentric point
of view
Can explain national economies and how economic and financial processes affect the functioning
of society
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APPENDIX B Self-report questionnaire for the assessment of children’s
democratic and intercultural competences
N.B. The underlined subheadings which appear below are not present in the copy of the questionnaire
that is completed by the learners. They are included here to indicate to the reader the factor that is
being assessed by the questions that appear beneath each subheading.

School
Date
Name of Child

__________________________________________
__________________________________________
__________________________________________

We are interested in your opinions about different issues. There are no right or wrong answers. Please circle the words in
the box that is how much you agree with something. The bigger the ball, the more you agree with the statement.
Practice question:
I like ice cream.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle
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Children’s rights
1. Mark wrote a story for the school newspaper. In his story, he said that he didn’t like the school rules. The principal told
him that he couldn’t print his story. Should Mark be allowed to print his story?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

2. Betty kept a diary, and she said that nobody else could read it, not even her parents. Should Betty’s parents be allowed
to read it?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

3. Becky doesn’t want to practice her parents’ religion. She wants to try some other religions or maybe have no religion
at all. Should Becky be allowed to choose her religion?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

4. Debbie wanted to go and visit her friends, but her parents would not let her because they didn’t like her friends. Should
Debbie be allowed to visit her friends?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

5. Carrie’s parent want her to look after her brother after school, but Carrie wants to play. Should Carrie have to look after
her brother?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

6. Kelly had an argument with her best friend and was very upset. She wanted to talk to her parents about it but they were
too busy. Should Kelly’s parents have to listen?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle
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7. Terry’s parents are never there when he gets home from school. Terry doesn’t like being left home alone. Should
Terry’s parents have to be there when she gets home from school?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

8. James was having trouble with his math homework. He needed his parents to help him with it. But his parents said that
he had to do it himself. Should James’ parents have to help him?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

9. We should play with people who have come from other countries who are now living in our country.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

10. People who have come from other countries living in our country should be treated the same way as everyone else.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

11. We should include people from other religions in our play.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

12. We should treat people from other religions in the same way as everyone else.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

13. We should include people who speak other languages in our play.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle
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14. People who speak other languages should be treated the same way as everyone else.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

15. We should play with people whose parents have come from other countries.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

16. People whose parents have come from other countries should be treated the same way as everyone else.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

Openness
17. Do you think you would like to meet someone from another country?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

18. Are you interested in being friends with people from other countries?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

19. How much would you like to try food from another country that you have never tried before e.g. Indian, Moroccan,
Chinese?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

20. Do you think learning about people from different countries is an important part of your school education?
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Not at all

A little bit

In the middle
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21. How much do you enjoy learning about people from different countries?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Civic-mindedness
22. I have a responsibility to help keep my school clean.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

23. I have a responsibility to help keep my neighbourhood clean.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

26. I want to help when I see someone having a problem

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

27. It is important for me to help those who are less fortunate.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

28. It is important for me to help people in my school.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

29. It is important for me to help people in my neighbourhood.
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Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot
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30. It is important for me to stop people from being nasty to each other

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

Responsibility
31. If I hurt someone’s feelings, I apologise.

Not at all

A little bit

32. I hand in my work on time.

Not at all

A little bit

33. I take responsibility for my behaviour.

Not at all

A little bit

34. I get to places on time.

Not at all

A little bit

35. I help around the house the best I can.

Not at all

A little bit

36. I know when I have made mistakes that it is my fault.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle
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Self-efficacy
37. I believe I can make things better in my school.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

38. I believe I can make things better in my neighbourhood.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

39. I can usually handle whatever comes my way.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

40. I can express my opinions when other classmates disagree with me.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

41. I can make sure that other people treat me fairly.

Not at all

A little bit

42. I can solve problems when I try hard enough.

Not at all

A little bit
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Tolerance of ambiguity
43. When I do not know what will happen in the future, it makes things difficult for me.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

44. It’s unfair that we can’t predict the future.

Not at all

A little bit

45. Surprise events upset me greatly.

Not at all

A little bit

46. When I am not sure of something I can’t go forward.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

50. When I am not sure of something I can’t work very well.

Not at all

A little bit

51. I don’t like being taken by surprise.

Not at all

A little bit
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Empathy
52. Before criticizing somebody, I try to imagine how I would feel if I were in their place.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

53. I sometimes find it difficult to see things from the other person’s point of view.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

54. I try to look at friends’ opinions before I make a decision.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

55. I sometimes try to understand my friends better by imagining how things look from their perspective.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

56. If I'm sure I'm right about something, I don't waste much time listening to friends’ opinions.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

57. I believe that there is more than one answer to every question and try to look at them all.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle
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58. When I'm upset at someone, I usually try to "put myself in their shoes".

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

59. I often feel sorry for people who don’t have the things I have.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

60. When I see someone being picked on, I feel sorry for them.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

61. I often feel sorry for other children who are sad or are in trouble.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

62. It makes me sad to see a child who can’t find anyone to play with.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

63. I get upset when I see a child being hurt.

Not at all

A little bit
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Now we want to see what you know about different things. If you do not know the answer, you can leave it blank.
Politics, law, and human rights
64. What is a law?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
65. Why do we need laws?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
66. How are laws made?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
67. What happens if someone breaks a law?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
68. What is a right?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
69. Who has rights?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
70. Can you list one right?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
71. Do children have rights?
______________Yes

___________No

72. What rights do children have?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
73. What is the name of your prime minister/president? _________________________________
74. What do you know about your prime minister/president?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
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75. What is the name of your local MP? _________________________________________
76. What do you know about your local MP?
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
77. In a democratic country, which of the following governs the country (please circle one):
a)
Experts on government and political issues
b)
Well-educated people
c)
People who have been elected by the people living in the country
d)
Rich people who have a lot of money
78. Which of the following is likely to happen in a democratic country:
a)
People do not pay taxes
b)
Everyone has a job
c)
People can criticise the government
d)
Everyone thinks the same way
79. In a democratic country, why is there more than one political party?
a)
To let people express different opinions
b)
To prevent politicians committing crimes
c)
To prevent political demonstrations
d)
To allow different companies to make lots of money
Future intentions
80. In the future, I would like to participate in a walk, run or bike ride to raise money for poor or old people who need
help and support.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

81. In the future, I would like to give money to poor or old people who need help and support

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

82. Would you like to be involved in politics when you grow up?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle
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83. Would you like to be an MP when you grow up?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

Quite a lot

Very much

84. Do you think that you would like to vote in the future?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Parental behaviours
85. Do your parents vote? ______________Yes

___________No

86. Do you go with your parents when they vote? ___________Yes

___________No

87. How much have your parents talked to you about elections?

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

In the middle

Quite a lot

Very much

88. I talk to my parents about politics.

Not at all

A little bit

89. My parents encourage me to express my opinions, even if they are different from their opinions.

Not at all

A little bit

In the middle

Quite a lot

90. Do your parents ever go on marches, protests or demonstrations?
________Yes
_______No
91. Do your parents do any volunteer work to help needy people?
________Yes
_______No
92. Can you name a political party? ________________________________________________
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93. Would you vote for the same political party as your parents? _________________________
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APPENDIX C United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child in child
friendly language
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